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Dear Member,
We come to the end of a most extraordinary and difficult year
for the world at large. Here at home we look forward, with very
special focus and a heightened degree of hope, to the New Year
and what it has the potential to bring.
It would be true to say that we have more expectation
of 2021 than that which we would have considered over many
years past. While most of our thoughts will be positive we,
nonetheless, have learned to expect the unexpected and in ways
that we would previously have dismissed as unbelievable and
unrealistic. Life in 2020 has taught us differently. We have the
opportunity now to celebrate Christmas, what it means to us
and what it means to family, young and old and every possible
element of life and consideration that lies in between.
We are changed in many ways and we are on the cusp
of some more significant change, both as citizens and consumers.
Brexit is at the point of reality and this will alter our
lives – and, at the time of writing, still, in ways we cannot quite
determine. You will see from this issue of Consumer Choice that
we are also focusing on the revised energy rating labels that will
guide us through the safest purchase of electrical goods in 2021.
The labeling of our food is, again, under scrutiny with a disputed

engagement ongoing regarding the preference of a traffic light
system or a nutri-scoring advice structure. Consumer law is
poised for change to meet the challenges of online trading, digital
existence and financial technology in banking, not to mention
health monitoring, education and product repairability.
But that is not for this Christmas. This year we look to
home and family and friends and our combined safety, health and
happiness. It remains for me, on behalf of all at the Consumers
Association, to wish you only the very best and in the year ahead
but with a special thank you for continuing your support of the
CAI as we enter our 55th year.
Nollaig Shona agus Shláintiúil daoibh go léir agus go raibh maith
agat go léir freisin as do thacaíocht!
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NEWS BRIEFS

News Briefs by Dermott Jewell

Meri Kurisumasu Shōhisha San

New Reflections for 2021
Researchers from the Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore (NTU Singapore) have made a
significant breakthrough in what is best described as a
liquid window. The team of researchers have published
their findings, which make it possible to create a liquid
window panel that can simultaneously block the sun
to regulate solar transmission, while trapping thermal
heat. This then can be released through the day and
night, helping to reduce energy consumption in the
home or premises. The double-glazing process places
two glass panels into a frame separated by an air gap.
This new approach is achieved by using a hydrogelbased liquid within the glass panels. By doing so it was
found to reduce energy consumption by up to 45%
compared with traditional windows – and it’s cheaper
to make!

It would not be Christmas without my updating you on the plans
for Christmas dinner in Japan and the celebratory preference
there for Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC). For over 40 years
now, Japanese consumers have queued for Christmas dinner
comprising of a bucket of chicken and mashed potatoes from
KFC outlets. KFC was established in Japan in 1970 as a subsidiary
of the Mitsubishi Corporation. Takeshi Okawara was the first
manager of KFC in Japan and it was in Tokyo the following year
that he introduced his western vision to young diners of a ‘cool’
Christmas dinner, which has become a business where almost
four million Japanese people eat KFC every Christmas. The preorders – made in November due to the enormous demand – see
lines of consumers queuing to collect their ‘Kentucky in Japan”
festive dinner. Christmas is not a national holiday there and so
this facilitates a family coming together, which is a challenge in
this hectic and fast-moving city. Richard Milner wrote on this
phenomenon and explained how Japan has a habit of absorbing elements of various cultures and repurposing them to suit
Japanese tastes. This is the case for Christmas in Japan and KFC
and every detail of the food, especially its presentation and appearance, is required to be impeccable.

TECH SAVVY SAVIOURS
It is a sad reality that the theft of and/or vandalising of life buoys has not
gone away and this presents quite a challenge to our safety and rescue in
times of difficulty. Smart Docklands estimated that up to 15 ring buoys are
stolen each week in Dublin, with 600 requiring replacement every year.
Now, as part of a Dublin City Council initiative, a tech company has been
chosen as one of four bidders to complete the first phase of the Smart
Dublin’s Ring Buoy Monitoring project. The initiative is focussed to help
curb ring buoy theft across the capital and so help save lives. ZiggyTec is
an Internet of Things company that provides real-time data on health and
safety equipment. It has designed a smart system security connector that
will detach from the device immediately that the buoy is detached from its
housing and automatically send an alert to local first responders so it can
dispatch a unit to the vicinity immediately.
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Maithú
A ‘positive’ coming from the fallout of Covid-19 has been the work of
the team from Dublin City University (DCU) that, as part of an effort
to keep Irish speakers up to date on the latest Covid-19 terminology,
created a new vocabulary section. The project is part of DCU’s
Covid-19 Research and Innovation Hub, which was launched to work
exclusively on projects addressing challenges posed by the pandemic.
They developed the section in response to their noting, from the
Irish-speaking community, that official communication concerning
the pandemic was taking place almost exclusively in English and that
much of the Irish information that did exist was outdated. Known as

the Gaois group, they produced a glossary that aims to list all terms in
common use for a particular concept, rather than to provide a single
‘correct’ one. By way of example, they illustrate that coróinvíreas is
deemed to be the standard term for coronavirus and víreas
corónach is often used in the media, but both are widely used.
There were challenges on some key concepts and so the researcher
team consulted closely with Foras na Gaelige and this resulted in
the creation of some new words associated with the pandemic.
You will not be surprised that primary amongst these was beannú
uillinne (elbow bump).

REAL PI IN THE SKY
Let me bring you up to speed (apologies) somewhat on how the actual delivery of fifth generation (5G) coverage and connectivity is being planned
and maintained in the UK. There, a consulting company, Stratospheric
Platforms, has brought forward its outline for how it plans to provide full
5G coverage to the ground. This will be accomplished by using some
60 drones, flying at over 20,000 metres in altitude, powered by hydrogen
fuel and flying continuously for nine days at a time. Each drone would
be able to cover an area of 140km of ground area below which users,
connected to the signal, would be able to receive download speeds of up
to 100Mbps. The company has successfully tested the platform from a
lower altitude and at a lower-bandwidth signal. This success has prompted Deutsche Telekom to plan to trial the technology in rural southern
Germany in 2024. When you consider that these drones could – each –
replace 200 masts you get to see the attraction.

Something To Keep Them Busy Over Christmas
With the enormous focus on all things green and the drive
(!) toward sustainable vehicles, you will undoubtedly be
as excited as I was to read of the Dutch students who have
created a fully functioning electric car – made mostly out of
waste, including plastics fished out of the sea, recycled PET
bottles and household garbage. The car was designed and
built by the group of 22 students in just over 18 months as
an effort to prove the potential of waste. They unveiled their
bright yellow, two-seater roadster that, they state, can reach
a top speed of 90 kilometres per hour and has a reach of 220
kilometres when fully charged. Enthusiasts and, of course,
sceptics like myself who value their lives, will be keen to know
that the chassis is made out of flax and recycled PET bottles.
Hard plastics, normally found in televisions, toys and kitchen
appliances, make up the car’s body. The seat cushions are
filled with coconut and horsehair. Can’t wait to hear from the
insurance companies on this one!
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FOOD & HEALTH/News

by Clodagh O’Donoghue

Food & Health
News
The impact of portion size markings by gender
A recent study showed that snacks clearly
marked with portion sizes affected the amount
people ate of the product but that the impact
differed by gender. Specifically, new research
by the Economic and Social Research Institute
(ESRI) on whether visual cues to portion size
can reduce the number of portions consumed
has found that men eat fewer crisps while
women eat fewer chocolate biscuits when
portion sizes are clearly marked on packaging.
		
In two controlled behavioural
experiments funded by the Department of
Health and the ESRI’s Research Programme in
Healthcare Reform, representative samples of
consumers received the same snacks but the
packaging design was varied at random. Half
of the packs had portion size and nutritional
information outlined in a table – a format with
which we are all familiar. The other half had
additional white stripes that marked out where
one portion ended and the next one began,
with a label reading ‘one portion’ between
them. The food inside was the same for all
samples distributed.
		
Participants in the study ate less of
the snacks when portion sizes were marked

by the stripes on the outside of the packs, but
the effects differed between men and women.
In the first study, in which cans of crisps were
served at a venue, men were found to eat less,
with a significant 33% reduction in the number
of men consuming more than the portion size
recommended on the packaging.
		
In the second study, households
received gift packs containing packets of
chocolate biscuits and a follow-up survey was
carried out a few days later. Findings revealed
that where a woman received the package, the
portion size markings led to a 26% reduction
in the number of households eating more than
the recommended portion. Households with
children were also less likely to open packs
with portion size markings.
		
The two findings were consistent
across both studies and indicated that the
markings reduced consumption among
people inclined to consume the most.
Moreover, consumers were much more
likely to notice the visual markings than the
portion size written in the standard nutritional
information table. The study also noted a
high level of consumer confusion when it

comes to information on portion sizes, with
many study participants believing that portion
sizes are health recommendations issued
by the government when, in fact, they are
determined by the manufacturer.
		
The study’s lead researcher
notes that the findings highlight how
changes to the format of the information
provided on packaging can alter how that
information is perceived. According to
Dr Deirdre Robertson, “displaying portion
size information as highly visible stripes
influenced how much attention consumers
paid to it and how much they ate”. The
research was informed by the Department
of Health’s Obesity Policy and Action Plan,
which has cited portion size control as one
method to implement as part of food product
reformulation to help reduce levels of obesity.
In the absence of clear visual cues, however,
maybe we should all take greater note of
nutritional information tables and portion
sizes on packaging as we prepare to indulge
ourselves a little more over the festive season.

Time for a new healthy habit
Covid-19 restrictions have kept us all staying
at home more for much of this year but one
key positive for many is the greater amount of
time spent together as a family. An October
2020 study by market research company
Behaviour & Attitudes found that 86% of
people value their family life more now since
the pandemic began. Meanwhile, other
recent research has found that approximately
half of Irish parents reported difficulties in
managing their children’s screen usage, treat
consumption and physical activity during
the pandemic. With these findings in mind,
the START campaign is encouraging parents
to consider the increased family time arising
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from pandemic measures as an opportunity to
add a new healthy habit to their family routine.
		
The START campaign is a five-year
public health awareness campaign from
safefood, the HSE and Healthy Ireland that
seeks to support parents in taking the first step
towards a healthier lifestyle for their children
by achieving one daily win and persisting with
the changes. With more time spent together,
there is potentially more time for parents
to introduce a new healthy habit that can
start children on their way to a healthier life.
New habits and routines can include getting
children more involved in cooking meals or
preparing healthy snacks, swapping screen

time for indoor play or getting out and active
as a family regardless of the weather.
		
It seems inevitable that Covid-19
measures will continue for a while yet but, as
January approaches with the opportunity to
make some healthful New Year resolutions,
parents might like to take inspiration from
the START campaign and make space in the
day for some positive changes that maximise
extended time spent at home and could mean
a healthier 2021 for all the family. For ideas,
healthy recipes and more information, go to
safefood.net.

December 2020 / January 2021

MONEY NEWS

Money News
Allowable Costs
For eWorkers
In Budget 2021, it was announced that,
given the huge increase in the number of
employees working from home amid the
coronavirus pandemic, the cost of broadband
would be deemed an allowable home
expense for tax relief purposes. Revenue has
now provided details of this new tax relief for
e-workers and how it is calculated. To be an
e-worker, you must work at home on a full- or
part-time basis or work part of the time at
home and the remainder in your normal place
of work. The tax relief arrangements only
apply to e-workers and not to situations where
you bring your work home outside normal
working hours.
		
Revenue notes that an employer
may recompense staff for the additional costs
of working from home, such as electricity,
heat and broadband. If you are an eWorker,
your employer may pay you up to €3.20 per
day without deducting PAYE, PRSI or the
Universal Social Charge. Your additional costs
might be higher than €3.20 a day, however,
and your employer may pay these higher
costs but any amount in excess of €3.20 per
day paid by your employer will be taxed.

Money News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

Commencing in the 2020 tax year, eWorkers can claim 30% of
the cost of broadband incurred, and this concession will apply
for the duration of the pandemic.

		
If your employer does not make
this payment, you can claim tax relief for
allowable costs. As well as claiming 10%
of the cost of electricity and heat incurred
(apportioned based on the number of days
worked at home over the year), commencing
in the 2020 tax year, you can also claim 30%
of the cost of broadband incurred, again
based on the number of days worked at home
during the year. This concession in relation to
broadband costs will apply for the duration of
the pandemic. Allowable costs do not include
laptops, computers, or office equipment or
furniture that you might buy. However, your
employer may provide office equipment, such
as a computer, printer, scanner, software or
office furniture, and this will not be treated
as a benefit in kind where your private use is
minimal.
		
In order to calculate your electricity
and heat eWorking costs, you
• multiply your allowable utility bills by the
number of eWorking days
• divide this figure by 365

• and multiply by 10% (0.1)
		
Similarly, to calculate your
broadband eWorking cost, you
• multiply your bill by the number of eWorking
days
• divide by 365
• and multiply by 30% (0.3)
		
If you are sharing the cost with
one or more people, it can be apportioned
based on the amount each individual has paid.
Revenue gives the example below of how to
calculate your allowable costs. You can claim
the allowable costs when you complete your
income tax return and you will need to keep
the utility bills that relate to the claim for six
years as proof of payment. Information on
completing your income tax return through
PAYE Services in myAccount is available at
https://revenue.ie/en/jobs-and-pensions/endof-year-process/income-tax-return.aspx.

Calculating your tax relief
In 2020, Rob and Mark worked from home in their shared house while their offices were closed due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Since April, they have both worked at home
for 181 days. The cost for electricity and heating for 2020 was €1,200 and their broadband cost was €359.88. They spilt the bills equally between them and each calculate
the portion they can claim in tax relief.
Description

Calculation

Amount

Allowable cost of electricity and heat

Amount paid each

€600

Multiplied by number of eWorking days

600 x 181

108,600

Divided by 365

108,600 / 365

€297.53

Allowable cost (10%)

€297.53 x 0.1

€29.75

Allowable cost of broadband

Amount paid each

€179.94

Multiplied by number of eWorking days

179.94 x 181

32,569.14

Divided by 365

32,569.14 / 365

€89.23

Allowable cost (30%)

€89.23 x 0.3

€26.77

Total allowable costs

€29.75 + €26.77

€56.52

At the end of the year, Rob and Mark each complete their own income tax return for 2020 and they can each claim €56.52 in the ‘Other PAYE expenses’ section. As Rob
and Mark both pay tax at the higher tax rate of 40%, they will receive €22.61 as tax relief.
Source: revenue.ie
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Spending declines in retirement
New research from the Economic and
Social Research Institute (ESRI) has
examined spending behaviour among
retirees in Ireland and uncovered notable
differences by household type and
gender. In particular, single male retirees
were found to spend significantly less on
holidays and leisure activities, which is a
cause for concern as it may point toward
social isolation in retirement.
		
A policy priority of the Irish
Government’s 2018 Roadmap for Pension
Reform is to ensure that people can
maintain a reasonable standard of living in
retirement, but significant evidence exists
showing that spending often declines
sharply when people retire. The new ESRI
research examines spending on goods and
services among Irish retirees focusing on a
large range of spending categories and, in
particular, leisure activities, which includes
items such as reading material, the cost of
keeping pets and admission to cinemas,
theatres, concerts and sporting events,

as well as subscriptions to sporting and
leisure clubs. The study also considers
whether changes in spending patterns
differ by gender and by household type –
i.e. among single retirees, couples where
one person is working and couples where
neither person is working.
		
Data from the Irish Household
Budget Survey were used to compare the
spending patterns of working individuals
aged 55-64 years with the spending of
individuals who are ten years older (aged
65-74 years) and who have transitioned
from work to retirement. The findings
reveal that overall spending declines
in retirement by 13% for couples where
neither person is working, while there is no
significant impact on spending for couples
if one person continues to work. However,
spending for single retirees declines by
considerably more, with a 30% reduction
due to lower spending on meals outside
the home, leisure and holidays. Moreover,
gender differences were revealed, with

declines in leisure and holiday spending
only apparent among single male retirees.
Indeed, the two categories of leisure and
holiday spending alone account for around
65% of the overall reduction in spending
among male retirees.
		
The finding that single male
retirees spend significantly less on leisure,
holidays and meals outside the home
when they retire is of concern as there
is evidence that men are particularly
at risk of social isolation in retirement.
Moreover, social isolation in retirement
has been shown to increase mortality risk
among older people. The study concludes
by noting that these effects could be
mitigated by policies to maintain adequate
social support and to encourage social
participation in retirement alongside
programmes to better prepare retirees
for the transition from employment to
retirement.

Reviewing your health insurance policy
The start of a new year is a great time to
review your finances and this January you
might begin by giving your health insurance
careful consideration. The Health Insurance
Authority (HIA) notes that over one million
consumers are due to renew their health
insurance in the next three months and that
they could garner significant savings by
reviewing their policy. Consumers should
assess whether their current policy provides
appropriate cover for their stage in life and if
there is another plan, either with their existing
provider or another health insurer, that
better suits their needs. Health insurance
is a notoriously complex market to navigate
with various plans, options and providers to
consider. However, the HIA seeks to simplify
the process for consumers by providing them
with free and independent information on its
website along with an easy-to-use comparison
tool that lets them assess the different plans
on offer to help them make an informed
decision about whether to renew their policy
or switch to an alternative. Moreover, if you
are mystified by health insurance terminology
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and lingo, the HIA website also features a
jargon buster with everything from ‘allowable
expenses’ to ‘waiting periods’ explained in
clear terms.
		
The HIA recommends the following
five steps for consumers who are either
renewing their policy or buying health
insurance for the first time:

5. Visit the HIA’s website at hia.ie to find free,
independent information about private health
insurance in Ireland.

1. Set a budget. The average cost of a plan
is €1,200 but basic plans are available from
€500.
2. Prioritise your needs. Consider what you
need covered by your plan.
3. Weigh up the excess. An excess is the first
part of any insurance claim that you have to
pay yourself and it can range from €50 to
€600. The higher your excess, the lower your
premium or yearly payment.
4. Shop around. Compare the plans offered by
different providers to find better benefits or a
cheaper premium.

December
December2020
2020//January
January2021
2021

Product/Tech News
Product News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

Game on
The festive season is a great time for getting around the table to
play some family board games, with most households managing to
muster up a decent selection, including such classics as Monopoly,
Cluedo, and Scrabble. Now, however, as with so much else in
life, there is a digital alternative, which will eliminate the pile of
bulky game boxes, the risk of missing pieces and the often timeconsuming process of setting the game up.
		
Arcade1Up’s Infinity Game Table is a touchscreen table
that is essentially an enormous tablet on legs. The surface
measures around 32 inches by 22 inches and it stands almost 20
inches high on legs that can be removed if you want to use the
screen as a games board on a regular table. The screen itself offers
full HD 1080p resolution and you can choose either a 24-inch or a
32-inch version. The capacitive touchscreen can handle ten points
of input at once, catering for up to six players and the wi-fi enabled
table lets you link with other players around the world. Thanks to
a licensing deal with gaming giant Hasbro, the Infinity Game Table
can offer digital versions of dozens of games, including the classics
mentioned above along with other family mainstays like Battleship,
Connect 4, Guess Who, and Trivial Pursuit. Traditional games like
poker, chess, draughts, and solitaire are also on offer, along with
sports like billiards and bowling and even jigsaw puzzles, colouring
books, and access to comic book subscription services – so there
will be no excuse for being bored. Moreover, with online access,
the library of games and other activities has the ability to grow over
time, according to the company, which says that it will continue

to roll out content for the table as it develops. Everything is free
to download with no monthly fees, though the purchase price is
undoubtedly steep.
		
The subject of a hugely successful crowdfunding
campaign on Kickstarter – where the product was available for
between $499 (€410 approx.) and $699 (€575 approx.), depending
on the screen size – enthusiastic gamers pledged over a million
dollars, more than 20 times the original funding goal of $50,000.
Plans are to ship the Infinity Game Table from spring 2021 only
to the US and Canada initially but, given the way the product has
captured the imagination in North America, it may make it to this
side of the water by next Christmas.

Special delivery
A range of electric bikes has been created to help emergency doctors in Paris to move faster through congested streets. French e-bike
company ECOX has partnered with PR/tech development firm Wunderman Thompson Paris, along with the Paris emergency services and
cargo bike manufacturer Urban Arrow, to design and develop the “ambulance on two wheels”. The Emergency Bike allows medics to skirt
around traffic jams and cross the busy city faster than they would in a car, while still carrying all the necessary supplies. In addition, parking
is greatly simplified, further speeding up the response time.
		
The cargo e-bike features an insulated storage box that will accommodate 150 litres of medical supplies, a 140-decibel horn, a
high-intensity flashing blue LED, anti-puncture tyres, hydraulic disc brakes, a GPS unit to aid location tracking and a USB port for powering
portable devices. The motor is powered by two 500-Wh lithium batteries and can reportedly provide an electric-assisted pedalling range of
up to 160km or 99 miles. According to its designers, the Emergency Bike can reach urban Paris locations in around half the time compared
with traditional ambulances. When patients need to be transported to hospital, however, a conventional ambulance will, needless to say,
still be required.
		
Cargo e-bikes are set to become a common sight in all cities given their clear benefits – and particularly with the massive increase
in delivery volumes seen in recent times alongside continued investment in cycling infrastructure in urban areas. London company Pedal Me
noted recently that its cargo e-bikes work out at least two miles per hour faster than vans and that eliminating the time van drivers typically
spend looking for parking spots can cut delivery times further as well as saving on parking fees. Here at home, An Post staff have been
swapping their hard-working bicycles for zero-emission electric vehicles including cargo trikes that are better suited to carrying the growing
volume of parcels and packages around delivery routes.

The products featured on these pages have not been tested by the Consumers’ Association of Ireland and
their inclusion here is not, in any way, an endorsement of them.
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Powering up…Batteries on test
The last-minute dash to the shops
for batteries late on Christmas Eve to
ensure all devices and games will work
as they should to avoid disappointment
in the morning is something of a festive
tradition. A plentiful supply of AA and
AAA batteries is particularly needed,
not only for new toys and games but
also for multiple household devices,
ranging from TV remote controls and
flashlights to digital cameras and
weighing scales. But with massive
price variation in shops, what do you
need to spend on your batteries to
guarantee reasonable running time? If
your disposable batteries do not seem
to be lasting very long and requiring
constant replacing, it may be time to
consider changing the battery brand
and type. Our UK colleagues at
Which recently considered the battery
category and tested a range of AA
and AAA batteries to uncover the best
performers on the market.
		
In terms of battery choice,
a lot depends on whether or not the
device is a power-guzzling, high-drain
gadget, such as a digital camera,
wireless speaker or battery-operated
toy. Medium-drain devices include
games console controllers and
portable radios, whereas devices like
digital kitchen scales, remote controls
and wall clocks are less power hungry.
		
Battery type is also important
with two main options to choose
from – alkaline batteries and lithium
batteries. Alkaline batteries are the
most commonly used and tend to
be moderately priced and widely
available. They have a shelf life of
around five to seven years and a
nominal voltage of 1.5V, though this
gradually declines to less than 1.0V as
the battery discharges its energy. In
contrast, made from extremely light
metal, lithium batteries have very high
energy density and so can store more
energy than alkaline batteries. They
tend to be more expensive but they
offer far longer running times and a
lengthy shelf life of 10 to 15 years. With
a nominal voltage of 1.5V-3.0V, lithium
batteries are the best option for digital
cameras and most high-drain devices,
as they have a higher energy density
than alkaline batteries, enabling them
to provide more oomph and last longer.
They can also be good for moderatedrain gadgets like headlamps and
toys but their higher voltage capacity
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makes them too powerful for some
products and they can damage
circuitry, so it is always best to take
note of the manufacturer’s battery
recommendations.
		
Alkaline batteries are best
used in moderate-drain and low-drain
devices like LED headlamps, flashlights,
toys, clocks and radios. Although
you can use them in high-drain
devices, their life expectancy will be
significantly reduced because, despite
their initial high energy capacity,
power-hungry devices quickly draw
that energy down. Moreover, with lowdrain devices, cheaper batteries can
work well and run for longer compared
with batteries best suited to high-drain
gadgets. It is worth noting that if a
battery appears flat in a high-drain
device, you may be able to get a bit
more juice out of it by popping it in a
low-drain device like a clock.
		
In its assessment of AA and
AAA batteries, Which put disposable
batteries through low-, medium- and
high-drain tests to mimic the different
devices commonly used and found
that the best disposable batteries can
last more than three hours longer than
the worst in power-hungry devices like
torches, whereas in low-drain devices,
like TV remotes, running times are
over 19 hours longer. For high-drain
devices, the best performers were
Energizer Ultimate Lithium AA and
AAA batteries, lasting over an hour
longer than their nearest rival, and they
were also found to do an excellent job
in medium-drain gadgets. They are
pricey, however, at €10.99 for a pack of
four. The tests also found that Duracell
Ultra AA alkaline batteries, priced at
€6.78 for a pack of four, were a great
option for both moderate-drain and
low-drain devices while the very much
cheaper Aldi Activ Energy AA and AAA
batteries (€2.94 for a pack of eight) can
be relied on to keep your lighter-drain
devices motoring along nicely.
		
Of course, disposable
batteries are not the only option,
with rechargeable versions readily
available. Rechargeable batteries
have the advantage of being more
environmentally friendly as you can
use them multiple times, though they
will be more expensive to purchase
initially and will need to recharged
regularly. Although rechargeable
batteries won’t last forever, they will

likely save money in the long term
compared with having to constantly
replace disposable batteries. Which
notes that it should also be kept in mind
that, unlike disposables, rechargeable
batteries simply cut out when empty,
without any warning, which can be
problematic if they are used in certain
situations, such as in a baby monitor or
medical device, for example.
		
If you opt for disposable
batteries, it is important to deal with
them properly at the end of their useful
life. Used batteries should never be
thrown away with general household
waste to end up in landfill as they
can leach harmful chemicals into the
environment. In Ireland, the WEEE
scheme means that all retailers who
sell batteries – from hardware shops
to supermarkets to newsagents – must
offer a recycling collection point for
batteries, which generally comprises
of the distinctive blue WEEE box, often
positioned at checkouts. Retailers
must take back any used batteries
regardless of whether you buy
anything in store or not. So, there is
plenty of opportunity to do the right
thing with your used batteries and, in
the interests of the environment, you
should collect and store dead batteries
in a safe place so that they are to hand
to bring to the shops when you are
next heading out. You should also
avoid leaving them in devices where
you might forget about them – in old
toys or games, for example – because
they can eventually leak and cause
damage. Particular care should also
be taken in relation to button batteries
in households where children may be
present and precautions are needed
to ensure that these small objects are
not left accessible as they can cause
significant harm if swallowed.
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COUNSEL / New Consumer Agenda

The New Consumer Agenda
On the 13th of November, the European
Commission launched its New Consumer
Agenda. In the Commission’s media release,
there was highlight to the focus toward
empowering the European consumer to
play an active role in the green and digital
transitions that now affect so much of our lives.
The Agenda also addresses how to increase
consumer protection and resilience during and
after the Covid-19 pandemic, which has brought
such significant challenges affecting each and
every consumer and, of course, in so many
ways in terms of health, financial stability, family
welfare and employment.
		
More concretely, the Agenda puts
forward priorities and key action points to
be taken in the next five years together with
Member States at European and national levels.
This will be key in Ireland where the lack of
integrated consultation between consumer
bodies is, shall we say, open to improvement.
Also considered and provided for is a new
legal proposal aiming toward providing better
information on sustainability to consumers,
adapting existing legislation to the digital
transformation, and an ambitious action plan on
product safety with China.
		
I consider that, at this point, we can
fairly reflect on the reality that it is vigorous
and concerted enforcement of consumer
rights and entitlements, currently in our legal
toolkit, which are already being demanded
by Irish consumers. It is that currently
underwhelming reality which is going to be
the first call on regulators to improve upon
– under any Agenda. With EU Commissioner
for Justice, Didier Reynders, being quoted as
stating how “European consumers are at the
core of a global change” and “need to be…
reassured that their rights will be protected in
all circumstances”, we look forward with eager
anticipation.
		
With that in context, the Commission
goes on to reflect how – whether it be through,
for example, online scams or cancelled travel
arrangements – the Covid-19 pandemic has
affected many areas of consumers' lives.
The commitment is that the Commission
will continue to tackle consumer scams,
in cooperation and in dialogue with the
platforms and all relevant actors. In addition,
the Commission will continue to ensure the
protection of travellers’ and passengers’ EU
rights in case of cancelled trips. It will analyse
the longer-term impact of Covid-19 on the
consumption patterns of Europeans, which will
serve as a basis for future policy initiatives.
		
This, again, is refreshing in the
context of the relaxation of provisions which
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left many Irish consumers out of pocket, having
to accept vouchers instead of refunds and,
generally, reflecting a significant loss of trust in
the regulatory process and those to whom they
paid their taxes to regulate and enforce their
much-needed entitlements.
		
The New Consumer Agenda presents
a vision for EU consumer policy from 2020 to
2025 focusing on five key priority areas:
1. Green transition: The Commission aims to
ensure that sustainable products are available
to consumers on the EU market and that
consumers have better information to be
able to make an informed choice. Next year,
the Commission will present a proposal to
equip consumers with better information
on the sustainability of products and to fight
practices, such as green-washing (where
organisations falsely claim environmentally
friendly credentials) or early obsolescence.
The Commission will also promote repair and
encourage more sustainable and “circular”
products. The green transition cannot happen
without companies – the Commission is
determined to work with economic operators
to encourage their pledges in support of
sustainable consumption, beyond what is
required by law.
2. Digital transformation: The digital
transformation is radically changing
consumers' lives, offering new opportunities
but also presenting them with challenges. The
Commission aims to tackle online commercial
practices that disregard consumers' right
to make an informed choice, abuse their
behavioural biases or distort their decisionmaking processes, such as dark patterns and
hidden advertising. In addition, consumers'
interests need to be duly taken into account
when setting rules governing the digital
economy and requirements for artificial
intelligence (AI). To adapt current rules to
the ongoing digitalisation and the increase
of connected products, the Commission will
also review the directive related to product
safety. As there is a need to reinforce consumer
protection regarding digitalisation of retail
financial services, the directives for consumer
credit and marketing of financial services will be
reviewed.

of consumer law, including through the
Consumer Protection Cooperation network.
The Commission will also support national
authorities, such as by deploying a toolbox
of innovative e-tools to strengthen national
authorities' capacity to tackle illegal online
commercial practices and identify unsafe
products.
4. Specific needs of certain consumer groups:
Certain groups of consumers in certain
situations can be particularly vulnerable and
need specific safeguards – for instance, children,
older people or those with disabilities. The
Commission will look into requirements for
childcare product standards. In relation to those
with financial vulnerabilities, exacerbated by
the Covid-19 crisis, the Commission will increase
funding for improved debt advice in Member
States. The Commission will also support
initiatives providing local advice on how to
access information – online and offline.
5. International cooperation: In a globalised
world in which online purchases transcend
borders, cooperation with international partners
has become crucial. The Commission will
develop an Action Plan with China in 2021 to
enhance the safety of products sold online.
As of 2021, the Commission will also develop
regulatory support, technical assistance
and capacity building for EU partner regions
including in Africa.
		
So, there you have it: A five-year
strategic agenda for a changing Europe in a
changing world with challenges known and
yet to appear. For the most part, we currently
view and consider this from the comforts of our
homes and home offices.
		
It will be interesting to hear our
views and to see where we are in 2025.
Understandably, the Agenda does not go there
just now.
Dermott Jewell
26th November 2020

3. Effective enforcement of consumer rights:
While enforcement of consumer rights is
the responsibility of Member States, the
Commission has a coordinating and supporting
role. The Commission will assist Member States
in the timely implementation and enforcement
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Food & Health/Front-of-Pack Nutrition Labelling

Food For Thought…
Front-of-Pack Nutrition Labelling
The CAI’s Raymond O’Rourke outlines the options and issues for mandatory front-of-pack nutrition labelling aimed at helping
consumers choose healthier food products.
The controversial issue of ‘front-of-pack
nutrition labelling’ has been high on the
agenda of those following European food
labelling issues for many years. With half
of adults in the European Union being
overweight and with many health problems
related to unhealthy diets, making initiatives
are necessary in order to assist consumers
in making healthy choices. Front-of-pack
nutrition labelling is simplified nutrition
information provided on the front of food
packaging, aiming to help consumers with their
food choices.

Voluntary labelling schemes
Under current EU rules, the indication of
nutrition information on the front of pack
is not mandatory but can be provided on
a voluntary basis. Some Member States
have already introduced voluntary
schemes to help consumers to identify
healthier products and we give you some
examples:

less sugars and salt, more fibre and
wholegrain, and less fat than food
products of the same type not carrying
the logo.
		
The Keyhole is a voluntary
label for food businesses to utilise
but specifically it cannot be used on
products that have a low nutritional
value, such as salted snacks or soft
drinks. In addition, foods containing
artificial sweeteners cannot be
labelled with the Keyhole logo. The
nutritional conditions underpinning the
Keyhole logo are based on the Nordic
Nutrition Recommendations. Denmark
and Lithuania have also introduced
the Keyhole logo, as well as non-EU
countries Norway and Iceland.

of-pack labelling scheme, known as
the 'traffic lights' scheme, in 2013.
The scheme combines colour-coding
and percentage reference intakes. It
provides information on the content of
fat, saturated fat, sugars and salt, and
the energy value by serving or portion of
the food. Colours are used to classify
those nutrients as 'low' (green), 'medium'
(amber) or 'high' (red). Reference intake
is shown in percentages and provides
information on how the amount of fat,
saturated fat, sugars and salt within that
product fits into the daily recommended
diet.

Keyhole logo

Nutrinform Battery

The Keyhole logo, introduced in Sweden
in 1989, is a food label that identifies
healthier food products within a product
group. It has a set of criteria for 33
product groups (for example bread,
cheese and ready-made meals). Foods
labelled with the Keyhole logo contain

In January 2020, Italy began the use
of the voluntary front-of-pack scheme
‘NutrInform Battery’ logo. The scheme is
based on the Reference Intakes format
part of the ‘traffic lights’ scheme, with
an added battery symbol indicating
the amounts of energy and nutrients
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Traffic Lights
The UK introduced a voluntary front-
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in a single serving as a percentage of
the daily intake. It uses portion sizes
instead of per 100g/ml.

Nutri-Score
Nutri-Score was introduced in France
in 2017 – it indicates the overall
nutritional quality of a given food item.
Food products are ranked with a label
on their packaging ranging from 'A' to
'E', with corresponding colours from
dark green to dark orange, according
to their overall nutritional quality. The
calculation system takes into account
both elements to be limited, such as
calories, saturated fat, sugars or salt,
and those to be favoured, such as
fibre, protein, nuts, fruit, legumes and
vegetables. The food is assigned a colour
and a letter based on the resulting score,
calculated per 100g or 100ml. Spain,
Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg and
the Netherlands have since adopted
this front-of-pack nutritional labelling
scheme.

Commission Report on Nutrition
Declarations on Food Labelling
The European Commission published
this report in May 2020 following
consultations with national competent
authorities and relevant stakeholders
such as consumer NGOs. According
to the Commission, studies confirmed
the potential of front-of-pack schemes
to help consumers make healthy food
choices. In addition, the use of colour
coding, with or without a graded
indicator, also assisted in such healthy
choices. The Commission concluded
that it seemed appropriate to introduce
harmonised mandatory front-of-pack
nutrition labelling at EU level.
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EU Farm to Fork Strategy
In conjunction with the Report, the
Commission published its Farm to Fork
Strategy, where it proposes actions to
empower consumers to make healthy
food choices, including the introduction
of a mandatory front-of-pack nutrition
labelling. The Commission intends to
make a legislative proposal on frontof-pack labelling by the end of 2022. To
assist in the preparation of a legislative
proposal, the Commission will complete
an Impact Assessment Report following
a questionnaire for stakeholders,
including consumer NGOs, on various
different options for front-of-pack
nutrition labelling.

Issues with EU mandatory
labelling
Our colleagues in BEUC support
the Nutri-Score scheme becoming
mandatory as it is the easiest label to
understand. Evidence from research
conducted in several EU Member
States demonstrates that Nutri-Score
currently is the best-performing scheme
in aiding consumers to compare the
nutritional value of foods across a range
of products. In addition, research shows
it makes shopping baskets healthier,
incentivises food manufacturers to
improve their recipes to make them
healthier, and helps consumers eat
smaller portions.
		
Despite these positive
attributes, an alliance of Member
States (Cyprus, Czech Republic, Greece,
Hungary, Italy, Latvia and Romania)
presented their viewpoints at the EU
Council in September 2020. In essence,
they demand that the Commission must
prove that a mandatory front-of-pack
label will be beneficial to the smooth
functioning of the Internal Market. If an
EU-harmonised front-of-pack labelling
scheme was introduced, it must also
take into account the specificities of
each Member State’s food culture,
typical diet and national dietary
guidelines. This group of Member
States is very much against Nutri-Score
becoming a mandatory scheme or
any other similar scheme. The Nordic
countries that operate the Keyhole
scheme must also be taken into account
– will they be prepared to give up that
scheme for a mandatory Nutri-Score
label?
		
We in Ireland are in a particular
dilemma with Brexit, as so many of the
food products Irish consumers purchase

utilise the UK’s ‘traffic lights’. If the EU
were to make Nutri-Score mandatory,
both Irish food producers and imports
from the UK will face a regulatory
nightmare – one logo for Ireland, one
logo for the UK. The UK additionally in
October 2020 commenced a consultation
entitled “Building on the success of
front-of-pack nutrition labelling in the
UK” which states clearly that the UK
wants to improve the traffic-lights
scheme – so it is here to stay for the
foreseeable future.
		
The Consumers’ Association
of Ireland (CAI) is ready to support EU
mandatory front-of-pack labelling, but
we fear that with three major groups of
EU Member States supporting different
options – Nutri-Score, Keyhole logo
and national labels – the European
Commission will be unable to get
agreement throughout the EU for a
harmonised front-of-pack label. In
such a legal vacuum, food companies
will continue to ‘mask’ foods high in
fats, sugars and salts to the detriment
of the health of Irish and European
consumers. In addition, we in Ireland
will have a particular regulatory problem
linked to Brexit and the compatibility of
the UK’s traffic lights label with an EUharmonised label such as Nutri-Score
– it will only create consumer confusion
in an area already difficult for consumers
to clearly understand the information
on a food label. The CAI will make our
concerns known to the Commission
next year when the Impact Assessment
consultation on mandatory front-of-pack
labelling commences.

Raymond O'Rourke
Consumers’ Association of Ireland
Vice chairperson
European Food Safety Authority
Chair of Management Board
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FOOD & HEALTH / Food safety advice

Talking Turkey
To take the stress out of Christmas for home cooks, whether
they are first-timers or seasoned veterans, safefood has all the
information and advice they need.
With visiting and opportunities for
large gatherings severely curtailed this
Christmas, many people across the
country will be tackling the traditional
Christmas dinner for the first time this year
and may feel daunted by the prospect.
There is help at hand, however, from
all-island organisation safefood. As well
as providing a wealth of information and
advice on its website at www.safefood.net/
christmas, safefood’s chatbot can answer
any burning questions in the run-up to the
festivities and even on the big day itself.
		
According to new research
commissioned by safefood, 9% of the Irish
population or a whopping 315,000 people
will cook Christmas dinner for the first
time this year and, of these, 13% say that
they are feeling nervous about it. Findings
further reveal that half of us, or 51%, will
have fewer people around the table this
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year and more than one in ten people will
be delivering Christmas dinner to loved
ones. While 27% are opting for a turkey
crown and 17% are plumping for a rolled
and boned turkey, a sizeable 42% are still
planning on cooking a full turkey.
		
A turkey is likely to be the largest
item that most people will cook during
the year and a certain amount of planning
ahead is needed to do the job safely. To
help build novice cooks’ confidence and
remind more experienced chefs of the safe
way to tackle the festive bird, safefood
provides key food safety tips and step by
step instructions for the entire process,
from buying, storing and defrosting
your turkey to preparing and cooking it,
to handling the leftovers. According to
safefood’s Food Science Chief Specialist
Dr Linda Gordon, the key is to give yourself
plenty of time – whether that’s knowing

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue

how long is needed to defrost a frozen
turkey or how long to cook it for.

Top tips for festive cooking
• Before you head out to buy your turkey,
get your fridge festive fresh by giving
it a thorough clean and make space by
throwing out any foods past their use-by
date. Your turkey should be stored on the
bottom shelf so that any drips won’t land
on other food items, spreading germs and
making them unsafe to eat.
• Remember that you cannot cook a turkey
from frozen and that you will need to leave
enough time to defrost it prior to cooking.
Your defrosting turkey should be placed
on a dish or tray on the bottom shelf of the
fridge and you should allow 24 hours for
every 4-5 pounds/1.8-2.2kg. Your turkey
will be safely defrosted when the body is
December 2020 / January 2021

how much longer will be needed. The
stuffing will need to be piping hot all the
way through to be safe to eat.

soft, the legs can be moved and there are
no ice crystals left in the cavity.
• Do not be tempted to wash your turkey
as this can splash food-poisoning bacteria
around your kitchen through drips, drops
and splashes. Rest assured that proper
cooking will kill any germs present.

• When the cooking time is up, you can
check that the turkey is cooked by pricking
the thickest part of the breast and thigh
with a skewer and making sure that the
juices run clear, the turkey is piping hot
the whole way through and there is no
pink meat left. A handy investment might
be a meat thermometer that you can
use to check that the thickest part of the
turkey has reached a temperature of 75ºC,
indicating that it is safe to eat.

• Because raw poultry can contain germs
like Salmonella and Campylobacter, it is
important to cook these foods thoroughly
and getting the cooking time right is
essential. Happily, safefood provides a
turkey cooking time calculator at https://
www.safefood.net/christmas-(1)/turkeycalculator that allows you to enter the
weight of the bird and it will let you know
how long it needs to stay in the oven.

• With smaller gatherings this year, there
may be more leftovers but these need to
be handled correctly to avoid food safety
issues. You will need to cover any leftovers
and put them in the fridge within two
hours of cooking. Once in the fridge, any
leftovers should be eaten within three
days – but recent research has found
that 12% of people keep their turkey for
longer than this, and up to five days or

• Stuffing is a key component of any
traditional festive dinner but, ideally, it
should be cooked separately to the turkey.
If you do stuff the bird itself, you will need
to build in extra cooking time and, again,
the safefood turkey calculator will indicate

Turkey Defrosting Time Chart
Size of Turkey

3.5-5.5kg/8-12lbs

Defrosting time in fridge
2-3 days

more, which can increase the risk of food
poisoning. You need to eat those leftovers
sooner rather than later and an online
survey has revealed that the most popular
leftover recipes are turkey sandwiches
(61%), followed by turkey curry (25%), stir
fry (14%) and turkey pie (10%). A range of
ideas and leftover recipes can be found at
www.safefood.net/christmas.
• Leftovers should only be re-heated once
and they need to be piping hot all the way
through. You can freeze any leftover meat
or poultry by wrapping it well and putting it
in a suitable container for freezing.
		
The easy-to-use safefood
chatbot is available on Facebook
Messenger, Google Assist and Alexa to
answer any food-related questions you
might have ahead of Christmas or on the
day itself. And you can visit the safefood
website, safefood.net, where you will
find all the information you need to cook
the perfect – and safe – Christmas Day
dinner.

What size turkey do you need?
Size of Turkey

Number of people

3-4kg/6.5-9lbs

4-6

5.5-6.5 kg/12-14lbs

3-3½ days

4-5kg/9-11lbs

6-8

6.5-8kg/14-18lbs

4-4½ days

5-6kg/11-13lbs

8-10

8-9kg/18-20lbs

4½-5 days

6-7kg/15.5-17.5lbs

10-12

9-11kg/20-24lbs

5- 6 days

7-8kg/17.5-20lbs

12-15

Source: safefood.net

Source: safefood.net

Ten tips for carving your turkey
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Make sure your knife is very sharp.
Hold the turkey secure with a large fork.
Cut the skin between the thigh and the breast.
Bend the thigh outwards, cut through the hip joint, removing whole leg.
Separate the thigh from the drumstick.
Cut towards wing, cut through the wing joint.
Hold the fork against the side of the breast.
Slice evenly starting at the neck cavity.
Lift the slices off with the fork and knife.
Check your turkey is cooked by making sure: there is no pink meat, it is piping hot and the juices run clear.

Source: safefood.net
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Lifestyle / Choice Buy Roundup 2020

Choice Buy Roundup 2020
Consumer Choice
takes its annual
look at some of the
appliances and
devices that have
impressed our
seasoned testers over
the last 12 months.
REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• A year of Choice Buys
• Pricing
• The lengths we go to
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Although 2020 was undoubtedly a year
unlike any other, Consumer Choice
continued its mission to uncover the
best appliances and devices on offer to
Irish consumers. Which ones are the
smartest, the fastest, the most energy
efficient, the most environmentally
friendly, the quietest and the easiest
to use? Whether you are looking after
your laundry, cooking up a storm in the
kitchen, kitting out your home office,
or upgrading your home entertainment,
you need to know which products will
perform to the highest standards and
our impartial tests seek to bring you truly
objective and unbiased assessments
so that you can make a fully informed
purchasing decision. Every item
is purchased anonymously, online
or in store, and then brought to our
independent labs where it is prodded
and poked, measured and marked, to
find out if it excites or underwhelms our

dedicated testers. Many of our Choice
Buys come from the top end of the
market with hefty price tags attached,
but high price does not necessarily
guarantee high performance and our
rigorous testing reveals some expensive
disappointments as well as some
good-value gems. Whether you are
searching out some last-minute festive
gifts or planning on a little self-gifting
in the post-Christmas sales, our annual
Choice Buy Roundup points to the best
performers in a number of product
categories from the last 12 months,
particularly those that might enhance
our lives a little as we continue to spend
more time at home.

Winter warmers
This winter, more than any other, we may
be in need of some comfort food and,
to help us prepare it, Consumer Choice
uncovered some outstanding soup
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makers and slow cookers earlier this
year.

Soup makers
Back in our December 2019/January
2020 issue, we looked at soup makers for
the first time. These dedicated devices
are increasingly making an appearance
on the market and help to reduce the
work involved in producing a hearty and
satisfying homemade soup. You will still
have to peel and chop vegetables but
once that is done, little else is required
other than popping the ingredients
into a soup maker, pressing a button
and letting the machine do the rest.
Because soup makers blend and cook all
at once, you can cut down on the number
of pots, pans and gadgets you will have
to use and save time hovering over the
hob and doing the washing up. Most
of the appliances we recommended
remain available in shops, starting with
the Morphy Richards Compact Soup
Maker 501021, which combines very
neat dimensions and particularly quiet
operation with the ability to produce
delicious soups whatever the required
consistency. At €59, this is a modestly
priced appliance that won’t take up
much room on your countertop but,
inevitably, its
compact outer
dimensions also
translate into
less room inside
with a capacity of
up to one litre of
liquid, or enough
for two full-sized
bowls. It performs
the basics
superbly, but if
you are looking for
additional features
such as sauté
or keep-warm
functions you will have to spend a little
more. For €100, you can opt for the
Morphy Richards Sauté and Soup Maker
501014, which has a sizeable maximum
capacity of 1.6 litres and provides
a sauté function with a ten-minute
programme that lightly fries onions or
other vegetables to maximise flavours,
after which you then add stock or
water and the rest of the ingredients
for the soup. For the same price, the
Morphy Richards Perfect Soup Maker
501025 delivers delicious and perfectly
cooked soups with the added bonus of
an in-built weighing scales that allows
you to accurately weigh ingredients to
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help with following supplied recipes or
sticking to diet plans. At the top end of
the soup maker market is the Morphy
Richards Total Control Soup Maker,
which costs €138 and is a versatile
machine with a minimum capacity of
0.8 litres and a maximum capacity of
a very generous 1.6 litres. This soup
maker can sauté ingredients before it
cooks them to maximise the flavour of
your end product, as well as offering
pre-set programmes for different soup
consistencies, a keep-warm mode that
will maintain temperatures for up to
half an hour, and a reheat
function to boost
temperatures as
needed.

Slow cookers
If the chilly winter
months find you
yearning for a
hot and healthy
one-pot wonder
at the end of the
day, a slow cooker can
provide an economical, energy efficient
and extremely convenient solution. With
only a small cavity to heat and low levels
of energy used, these appliances will
have little impact on energy bills
and, for those who are looking to
feed a household within a tight
budget, slow cookers can be the
ideal way to cook cheaper cuts of
meat that require gentle cooking
over long periods to make them
tender and appetising. After
some initial preparation in terms
of chopping vegetables or searing
meat, the beauty of slow cookers
is that they are safe to leave
unattended and will take care of
your dish so that all you have to do
in the evening is serve it up. Three
of our recommended models from
our March test remain available in shops
and all will do a great job of delivering
tasty stews, casseroles and curries
and they can even turn their hand at
roasting joints of meat. The oval shape
and large dimensions of the Morphy
Richards Digital Sear and Stew 460012
(€70) means that it easily accommodates
a whole chicken and its usable capacity
is around four litres or sufficient food
for five or six people. The aluminium
inner pot can be used on an electric or
gas hob for searing meat to bring out
the flavour and it can be popped into
the dishwasher afterwards for cleaning.
Another excellent appliance from the UK

manufacturer, the Morphy Richards Sear
and Stew Rose Gold 461016 (€90) makes
a stylish statement on your countertop
and again has a usable capacity of
around four litres. The lightweight
removable pot can be transferred
to an electric or gas hob for searing
purposes before adding the rest of the
ingredients and you can choose between
high, medium or low settings via a
simple-to-use dial. Ease of cleaning is
aided by the dishwasher-safe pot and lid.
Finally, the Crock-Pot SCCPRC507B-060
(€50) is a circular appliance that has a
usable capacity of around
three litres, meaning
that it can prepare food
for four to five people,
and it does a very good
job of roasting meat as
well as delivering tasty
stews and other dishes.
The digital timer allows
you to programme the
appliance on either the
high or low temperature
settings to stop after
the desired amount of time – from 30
minutes to 20 hours. A particularly
well-built appliance, both the removable
ceramic cooking pot and glass lid can be
popped into the dishwasher to help with
cleaning when dinner is done.

What’s cooking in the kitchen
In recent months, with so much time
spent at home and few opportunities
for outings of any kind, dinnertime has
increased in importance as the potential
highlight of the day. Many of us have
been honing our cooking and baking
skills and the quality of the appliances
we use on a daily basis has become all
the more important. A number of single
built-in ovens that deliver impressive
results are highlighted in our product
test on page 36 of this issue which also
notes a couple of double ovens that
remain available from our December
2019/January 2020 report. However, not
all cooking is done in the oven and, in
our September issue, we considered the
newer category of induction hobs.

Induction hobs
Cooking hobs that use induction
technology have been growing in
popularity in recent years thanks to
their sleek design, speed, precision
heat control, energy efficiency and ease
of cleaning. The best models offer
superior performance levels that deliver
rapid boiling and high-temperature
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frying, instant responses to changes in
temperature settings and outstanding
low-heat control for gentle simmering
that doesn’t dry out your stews or
sauces. Their energy efficiency means
that induction hobs are cheaper to run
and, along with some eye-wateringly
expensive models, we uncovered a
number of more modestly price Choice
Buys that continue to be available to
buy. The lowest priced recommended
option is the induction version of the
Ikea Matmässig hob, which we found
recently with a relatively affordable
price tag of €229. Measuring 60cm in
width, this hob is fairly spacious, with
four cooking zones, two of which offer a
power booster that will give an additional
burst of heat and come in handy if you
are searing meat or preparing a stir-fry.
Along with familiar features like residualheat indicators, a minute minder and a
child lock, a more advanced addition on
offer is an overflow detection feature,
which will automatically switch the hob
off if a pot overflows.
		
Three high-performing models
in the €300-€400 price range – the
Beko HII64400MT, Zanussi ZIT6460CB
and AEG IKB64301XB – each provide
four cooking zones, speedy heating,
and effective gentle simmering, though
like many induction hobs, they can
struggle with even heat distribution
and so pots will require regular stirring.
These appliances each offer a different
range of handy features, including
residual heat indicators, a child lock,
automatic pan detection, small object
recognition that won’t heat small
metal items like spoons, overflow
detection and automatic shutdown if left
unattended.
		
At the very much pricier end
of the market is the Miele KM7201FR,
which we found recently selling for
€1,299. For this hefty outlay you will get
a 58cm-wide, black glass hob with four
well-spaced circular cooking zones and
touch controls placed front and centre.
A TwinBooster setting will focus the
heat of two cooking zones into one for
very rapid cooking and useful features
include a keep-warm function to
maintain the dish at serving temperature
and a pause function to quickly halt
cooking if you need to leave the hob
unattended for a time.
		
Those with the space to spare
may like to invest in a larger hob, such
as the AEG IKE85431FB or the Fisher &
Paykel CI905DTB3. Priced at €1,200, the
Fisher and Paykel model measures 90cm
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in width and offers flexible cooking areas
via one large circular cooking zone on the
left and two bridging zones in the middle
and on the right that automatically
detect the size of cookware so that
you can use pots and dishes of varying
sizes. Exceptionally swift cooking
is delivered, and a power boost is on
offer for each cooking zone, while this
hob is also adept at gentle simmering
and provides a keep-warm function.
Unusually for an induction hob, this
model does a great job of distributing
heat evenly across its cooking zones.
Meanwhile, the AEG IKE85431FB (€879)
measures 80cm wide and offers five
self-sizing cooking zones that will detect
the size and shape of the pan you are
using to send immediate heat that fits
the base exactly. With easy-to-use
touch-sensitive controls, this hob is
very speedy and it is equally impressive
at gentle simmering. Those with a
compatible cooker hood can make use of
the Hob2Hood feature that automatically
controls the cooker hood and lights and
sets the fan speed according to what you
are cooking.

Cooker hoods
While your pots are bubbling away, you
may need
an effective
cooker hood
to keep the
kitchen clear of
steam, grease
and unpleasant
cooking
smells. Cooker
hoods come
in a variety of
shapes and
styles and
can make a
striking statement in your kitchen or
be discreetly hidden within or under a
wall-mounted kitchen cabinet. A cooker
hood may look the part but it should also
be able to perform to a high standard
without making too much of a racket.
With this in mind, our independent
labs put 16 models through their paces
in our April test. Four Choice Buys
are still on shop floors, including the
Bosch DFS067A50B (€380) and the Neff
D64BHM1N0B (€660), which are 60cm
in width to suit most standard-sized
four-ring cooker tops. The Bosch model
comprises of a stainless-steel canopy
hood with a telescopic section that
can extend outwards. Effective at
eliminating steam and cooking smells

as well as at capturing grease, the two
aluminium grease filters can be removed
and popped into the dishwasher for
easy cleaning. A handy boost setting
gives six minutes of intensive extraction
to clear especially steamy or smelly
environments and this cooker hood
provides good lighting and exceptionally
quiet operation. The Neff D64BHM1N0B
is an attractive chimney-style cooker
hood with three speed settings and
backlit touch controls on the front that
are particularly easy to use. In addition,
a boost option is on hand as needed and
the two LEDs at the front of the hood
nicely illuminate the whole cooking
surface.
		
Those with larger cooker tops
may be interested in the Neff D5855X1GB
(€330), which, at 73cm wide, will work
well with hobs up to 70cm wide. With
a canopy design, this Neff model fits
inside a kitchen cabinet above a hob for a
streamlined, unobtrusive look and there
it will do its job effectively, discretely
and extremely quietly. An even larger
option is the Neff D94QFM1N0B (€550)
which measures a generous 90cm in
width. This stainless-steel chimney
hood sports a slim pyramid design and
comes with nicely accessible touch
controls, three speed
settings plus an
additional intensive
setting, together
with dishwasher-safe
aluminium grease
filters and effective
LED lighting.

Help with
homework
The mass movement
to working from home,
particularly during the
year’s two main national lockdowns,
has – like so many things in 2020 – been
unprecedented and, for many, remote
working is set to continue for a while yet
at least.

Printers
If your home office requires a printer,
our May report noted some excellent
options, all of which are frugal in terms
of ink consumption and wi-fi-enabled to
let you print wirelessly from a range of
devices or through various printing apps.
The HP Laserjet Pro M28w (€150) is a
fairly compact laser printer that won’t
take up too much room on your desk
and that produces great print quality as
well as providing copying and scanning
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functions. You won’t be able to print in
colour but black text looks excellently
sharp and crisp, though graphics and
images lack the same clarity. Printing
jobs are done very speedily and ink
consumption is kept to a minimum,
though this printer will only work with
toner cartridges with original HP chips
so you won’t be able to swap in cheaper
third-party cartridges. Another great
laser printer, the Brother HL-L3230CDW
(€250) churns out superb black-text
printing and can
also produce
documents in
colour. Though this
device does not let
you print or scan, it
puts in an excellent
performance in
terms of printing,
particularly with
black text and office
documents. This
Brother model is
less comfortable
printing graphics
and you should
look elsewhere if you want to print out
photos, as the results from this device
are disappointing.
		
Those who like to print out their
snaps might like to consider the Epson
ET-2711 (€239). This multitasking all-inone colour printer can scan and copy,
does a good job of printing black text
and particularly shines when producing
photo prints. Speed is not this device’s
strong point but, on the plus side, ink
costs are negligible, thanks to the
manufacturer’s EcoTank system where
you refill ink tanks from supplied ink
bottles. If none of these printers fit the
bill, our 2020 test considered 39 printer
models in all, and you can see how their
results compared on our ratings table in
our May issue of Consumer Choice.

Coffee machines
Many of us may be missing our takeaway
coffee now that our kitchen/sitting
room/bedroom has become our office
but, in our June report, we assessed 25
coffee machines to see which ones can
create top-quality barista-style brews.
We served up 12 Choice Buys in all, from
ultra-convenient capsule machines
costing upwards from €70 to more
labour-intensive bean-to-cup machines
where prices started at a hefty €800.
A wide range of options are on offer,
depending on how much time and effort
you are willing to put into preparing
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your beverage, how much versatility you
require and how much you are prepared
to pay for your caffeine hit.
		
For a cheap and cheerful cuppa
that can be made with the minimum
of effort and fuss, some great options
are the Lavazza Jolie (€70) and the
Lavazza Idola (€119), which both deliver
flavoursome coffees using the Lavazza
A Modo Mio pod range of beverages.
The Jolie is a basic machine that comes
in a variety of vivid colours, including
red, bright blue and
lime green, and that is
particularly simple to
operate with a water
container that holds
0.6 litres, enough for
a few cups before
requiring refilling.
With a larger 1.1 litre
water container, the
Idola is similarly very
straightforward and
intuitive to use, with
a one-touch design,
three pre-programmed
settings for espressos,
espresso lungos and long coffees and
a button that allows you to adjust the
size of your drink to your individual
preference. For those who favour a
Nespresso brew, the Magimix Nespresso
Vertuo Plus is a good-value option,
available for €85 if you shop around. This
new Nespresso system uses barcodes
on the Vertuo capsules let the machine
know what size drink to produce – from
a 40ml espresso through to a 414ml
alto. The water tank holds a substantial
1.7 litres and operation is again very
straightforward.
There are currently no
compatible third-party
capsules so you will
be tied to buying
Nespresso’s newly
formulated Vertuo
capsules. No milk
frother is supplied
with these capsule
machines, so lovers of
milky beverages may
like to buy a separate
frothing accessory.
Alternatively, they can
consider three other
capsule machines –
the Sage Nespresso
Creatista Uno
SNE500BKS, the DeLonghi Nespresso
Gran Lattissima EN650.W or the
DeLonghi Latissima Touch EN 560S, all

priced around €300-€400 though you
may find some discounts here. The two
DeLonghi models have a built-in milk
frothing system, while the Sage model
has a steam pipe for heating and frothing
milk, giving greater control over the
results. All three models take Nespresso
capsules along with all compatible
third-party pods and are simple-to-use,
versatile machines that produce a range
of beverage types.
		
True coffee connoisseurs
may be tempted to splash out on a
bean-to-cup machine that lets them
experiment with their barista skills. Two
recommended options, the Sage Barista
Pro SES878BSS and the DeLonghi
La Specialista EC9335.M are bulky
appliances that will take up substantial
countertop space but that will earn their
place by combining high performance
with versatility and ease of use. Instead
of automating the entire process, these
models allow for a certain amount of
manual input and both provide a steam
wand for heating and frothing milk.
Costing around €800 each, however, your
daily coffee will not come cheap.

Home entertaining
With cinemas, theatres, museums,
music and sporting venues all closed
for much of the year and with very
limited audiences permitted at best,
entertaining ourselves at home has
increasingly become the norm. All the
more reason, then, to ensure that our
devices are up to the job.

Televisions
With most evenings spent at home, TV
is a go-to for many of us
and, for our March report,
our testers indulged in
considerable amounts of
binge-watching to find
a wide range of smart
television Choice Buys in
screen sizes from 49 inches
to 65 inches. The television
market moves particularly
quickly, however, and only
one recommended model
remains readily available
on shop floors. The Sony
KD55AG9BU is a pleasure
to view and the dazzling
and detailed display is
accompanied by exceptional
sound quality. In terms
of its smart credentials, as with all
Sony TVs, this model runs Google’s
updated Android TV operating system,
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which is not quite as intuitive as the
LG and Samsung smart TV systems.
This expensive 55-inch TV has come
down in price to just under €2,000 and
the bumper-sized 65-inch version, the
Sony KD65AG9BU, is available for a
hefty €2,900. We will be looking at the
television category again early in 2021
to see what new models impress our
testers.

Speakers
Listening to music can be especially
calming in troubled times and we
uncovered some great speakers this
year, both for use at home and when we
are on the go. In our September issue,
we sounded out 15 wireless speakers
for the home. These devices connect
wirelessly to an audio source such as a
smartphone, tablet or laptop, generally
via wi-fi or Bluetooth. Using a good
wireless speaker makes for quality
music playback and a greatly enhanced
listening experience. Among our
recommended devices is the Sonos One
SL (€219), which delivers stunning sound
quality, great distribution of sound,
and good maximum volume levels. A
plentiful range of music-streaming
services is available and this speaker
can be plugged into an existing Sonos
set-up with multi-room capabilities
managed through the Sonos Controller
app. At the top end of the Sonos range
is the pricey Sonos Five (€610), a large
feature-laden wireless speaker that
delivers outstanding sound quality and
a very high maximum volume, enabling
you to fill large spaces with sound.
Moreover, the Sonos Five plays in stereo
when placed horizontally, while two
Fives placed vertically like traditional
bookshelf speakers can produce a
full stereo effect or the device can
be linked to other Sonos speakers to
create a multi-room system. Potential
purchasers interested in Sonos devices
should note that these speakers can be
a little tricky to set up initially and, with
no Bluetooth connectivity, they operate
over wi-fi or ethernet only.
		
If you are looking for a
Bluetooth connection along with
wi-fi capability, the Audio Pro A10 (€189)
produces great sound quality and is
particularly easy to use. Connecting via
Bluetooth is especially straightforward
but the wi-fi and multi-room system
set-ups are also intuitive via the
accompanying Audio Pro Control app. If
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powerful audio is what you are after, the
Yamaha MusicCast 50 (€449) is a very
large, high-powered speaker that can
be used as part of a multi-room sound
system, as a soundbar for your TV, or
as a surround-sound system in a home
theatre set-up. Wireless connections
can be made over wi-fi or via Bluetooth
and voice control is on offer through any
Alexa device.
		
If you are looking for a more
compact Bluetooth speaker that you
can pop in your pocket for music on
the move, a great-value option is
the Sony SRS-XB01, reviewed in our
October issue. For a mere €30, this very
lightweight speaker comes in a range
of bright and attractive colours with an
optional corded carry handle that you
can attach. Testers found that this easyto-use device
punched way
above its
weight in the
audio stakes,
producing an
unexpectedly
full sound for
its small size,
though it is
admittedly
better suited to personal listening or
small gatherings as the maximum volume
is fairly low. Battery life is a decent 10.5
hours and this fairly sturdy device has an
IPX5 rating for water resistance so it will
survive the odd splash. Another portable
option, though weighing a rather more
substantial 965 grams, the JBL Charge
4 (€119) is a simple-to-use Bluetooth
speaker that can rival larger home
speakers with its excellent audio quality
and great sound dispersion. Using
the JBL Connect app, you can link two
Charge 4s together to create a stereo
effect and you can connect to other JBL
Connect+ speakers for a bigger sound.
Our testers measured an impressive 19
hours of battery running time and this
robust device can withstand a dunking in
one metre of water for up to 30 minutes.

Headphones
For more personalised listening, our
testers have tried on and tried out a huge
number of headphones and earphones
over the last 12 months, with reports
in our December 2019/January 2020
and November 2020 issues. Among
the bewildering array of products on
the market are plenty of Choice Buys,

particularly for those who are prepared
to invest in their listening experience,
and virtually all of these recommended
models remain readily available. Most
headphone and earphone options now
are wireless and, for those who favour
over-ear models, honourable mentions
go to the Sony WH-1000XM4 headphones
(€389) and their predecessor, the Sony
WH-1000XM3 headphones (€300), both of
which deliver exceptional sound quality
and near-perfect noise cancellation.
Whereas the older model provides a very
respectable 27 hours of listening time,
the Sony WH-1000XM4’s battery lasts
an even longer 31 hours and the Sony
Headphones smartphone app lets you
finetune a huge range of settings to suit
your personal listening tastes as well as
providing access to an array of state-ofthe-art features.
Among in-ear
headphones, Apple
AirPods (2019) and
the updated Apple
AirPods Pro topped
our two tables over
the last year, with
the newer earphones
scoring significantly
higher than their
predecessor thanks to a less noticeable
and more secure and comfortable
earpiece design with much-reduced
sound leakage. All-important audio
quality on both devices is outstanding
and battery life on the AirPods Pro lasts
slightly longer at almost six hours. The
AirPods Pro currently cost €269 while
the AirPods (2019) cost €169 with a
standard wired charging case or €199
with a wireless charging case. Unlike the
older AirPods, which had some limited
Android functionality, you will only be
able to use the AirPods Pro earphones
with Apple devices. Other great in-ear
options are the Sony WF-1000XM3
headphones (€179) and the pricey
Sennheiser Momentum True Wireless 2
earphones (€329), both of which provide
an exceptional listening experience
along with noise cancellation.
		
Two on-ear headphones were
recommended in our November 2020
test from either end of the price range.
For those willing to splash out, the
Sennheiser PXC 550-II (€299) wireless
on-ear headphones are designed
for listening on the go, offering good
durability, great sound quality and
plenty of features. The earcups totally
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eliminate sound leakage and the noisecancellation feature is very effective,
with options to adjust the amount of
ambient sound you want to filter through.
However, traditionalists who prefer an
old-school non-wireless set of on-ear
headphones that link to your device
via a cable only might like to consider
the relatively affordable Sennheiser
HD 300 headphones (€55). These are a
basic set of wired headphones that are

comfortable to wear and that deliver
excellent audio quality with little sound
leakage. With no Bluetooth connectivity
on offer, a 1.4-metre cable connects
these headphones to your device, which
will need to have a traditional 3.5mm
socket or you can buy an adaptor for
newer smartphones.

PRICE MATTERS
A major factor in any purchasing decision is price, so when bringing you our reports, we check in a range of Irish
shops to find the best price we can for each product and we indicate where products could only be found on offer
by online retailers. We do not record sale or promotional prices as such offers tend to be temporary and may no
longer be available by the time our readers view our reports. We have repriced all products mentioned in this article
to reflect the current market and noted any permanent price changes. Moreover, because many of the products in
our roundup have been available for some months, they may well be on sale or at a discount so a savvy shopper who
conducts a thorough search of the market could find some of these products for less than the price indicated here
– and Consumer Choice always strongly urges consumers to take the time to shop around to get the best available
value.

THE LENGTHS WE GO TO
To bring you our product tests, Consumer Choice works closely with International Consumer Research and Testing
(ICRT). ICRT is an association of over 35 consumer organisations mostly from Europe but also from countries
such as the US, Australia, New Zealand and Hong Kong. ICRT aggregates testing among consumer organisations,
enabling them to work together to provide high-quality and independent information on consumer goods and
services to consumers around the world. Each test is co-ordinated by a member organisation, with input from the
other organisations as to how the tests are conducted and what products are included. Like Consumer Choice, each
international member acts exclusively in the interest of consumers, does not take advertising and is independent of
commerce, industry or political parties. Around 60 highly specialised laboratories worldwide are used to carry out
research and tests on thousands of products annually using state-of-the-art testing equipment. The products are
purchased anonymously from shops and websites and subjected to rigorous tests that take into account how people
actually use them as well as current government and industry standards. The tests include technical measurements
and assessments combined with evaluations by expert panels and, when appropriate, ratings by regular consumers
who are given hands-on experience with the products.
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Lifestyle / TV streaming services

TV Streaming Saviours
TV streaming
services were a
lockdown lifeline
for many and they
can help to rescue
our sanity while we
continue stay home to
save lives.
REPORT by Atousa Motameni
At a glance
• TV streaming services on offer
• Service costs compared
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For the first time in human history,
becoming a couch potato is the heroic
thing to do. No longer will you be judged for
wearing the same fleece pyjama bottoms
three days in a row while curled up in the
living room with a cup of tea. You are
saving lives by staying home after all! And
your home cinema was most certainly
within 5km, so in that second lockdown,
watching TV programmes not only helped
keep us safer but it may have helped
save Christmas! Even with that in mind,
there’s only so many times you can bake
a new Mary Berry recipe or watch reruns
of The Big Bang Theory and Friends. The
lockdowns have either halted, delayed or
limited production on a lot of those bingeworthy shows from 2019 and earlier this
year. But there’s still hope! TV streaming
services are a lifeline in these troubling
times. These services give you instant,
on-demand access to TV shows and films
on an internet-connected device, such as
a smart TV, tablet or smartphone. Not
only does each episode watched keep you
from endangering yourself and others, but
it keeps the mind off the doom and gloom
for a little while. And as an unprecedented
Christmas approaches, ‘tis the season for
socialising less and spending more time at
home over the break this year, giving us all
more time to sample the delights of these

streaming services.

Services on offer
This year has been strange to say the least.
The inevitable shift from traditional TV and
cinemas to streaming services, for example,
has accelerated at an unbelievable rate
along with similar numbers in brick-andmortar retail. Online isn’t necessarily better
because you don't get the same sense of
satisfaction you would from certain tangible
experiences. However, this crisis has
changed how we do nearly everything, so
why not enjoy cinema quality content from
the comfort of your own couch? Plus, you
can pause as often as you wish for food and
bathroom breaks.
		
Since March, there has been
a 14% increase in Netflix subscriptions,
which now brings the number up to 550,000
subscribers in Ireland as of June 2020,
according to a recent survey by marketing
communications company Core. The
number of adults with access to RTÉ Player
is now 49% of the population, according to
the same survey. As stated by Core, 66% of
people said they had tried at least one video
streaming service since March, while18%
of people have completely changed their
viewing habits and plan to keep those
changes going forward. Live TV viewing
made a 20% increase, accounting for 56%
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of all adult viewing, but once the country
began re-opening after the first lockdown
those numbers scaled back to the preCovid norms. The Core survey also broke
down new users by age group, finding that
the bulk of new users range from 45 years
to 60-plus years for every streaming service
expect for Disney+ (which launched on
24th March 2020) where the 18-29-year-old
category beat them out.

Service costs compared
There are several services to choose from
and the number grows as traditional media
continues to wake up to the new TV-viewing
reality. Netflix, Amazon Prime Video,
Hayu, AppleTV, NowTV, and Disney+ all
have their pros and cons with a wide range
of film and TV selections between them
and, surprisingly, very little overlap in the
selections they offer. All these services
have the rights to different titles, with
Disney still having outstanding contracts
with other streaming providers such as
Netflix and Prime on some titles, which
is why certain items are still missing or
coming soon on the platform. As other
channels and studios create their own
streaming service, they are beginning to
pull titles from Netflix and Amazon, which
is why these established services have
doubled down on making their own original
content to prepare for the loss.
		
Some of these providers allow
for personalisation and multiple profiles. A
single Netflix account can have up to five

indivdual profiles with separate watch lists;
Disney+ supports up to seven; while Prime
Video allows for up to six. The number
of profiles is different from the number
of devices registered. For most services,
the number of devices you can register
is unlimited, so you can have the service
logged in on your smartphone, laptop and
TV and so can your spouse or teenage child,
but depending on the streaming service
there might be a limit on the number of
screens allowed to actually play a video at
the same time. To be clear, the number of
profiles an account can make is different
from the number of screens that can
simultaneously watch something on a
single account. So, you, your parents, your
children and teens can all have a profile but,
depending on the service or the package
you pay for, you may either have to fight
each other for viewing times or all of you
can watch your personal favourites in
separate rooms at the same time with no
interruptions. Netflix charges differently
if you want one, two or up to four devices
to play something at the same time. As
for Amazon Prime Video, you can stream
up to three titles at the same time using
the same account, but if you all want to
watch the same thing, Prime only supports
streaming the same title on two devices
at a time. Disney+ allows for up to four
simultaneous streams on the same account
at the same time. Separately, streaming
services may stipulate the number of
devices that can have downloads if the

service allows for downloads. Downloads
tend to be available only on mobile and
tablet devices. Downloading content will
let you watch offline when you may not
have the best access to wi-fi, such as on
flights or long road trips. Such scenarios
may not be relevant just at the moment but
could be useful when restrictions lift and
downloading first will generally eliminate
buffering.
		
While some streaming services
might cost you a pretty penny, having even
two or three of these streaming services
can sometimes cost the same or less than
a cable package. Sky TV packages, for
example, currently range from a monthly
fee of €25 rising to €76 a month after the
12-month promotional contract ends,
depending on the type of package you
choose. For €76 a month, you could get
nearly all of the streaming services. If you
are looking to cut costs, it may be better to
replace your cable package with any single
service or combination from the buffet of
options in the streaming world. Switcher.ie
notes that although you don’t need hugely
high broadband speeds for streaming, you
will want a reliable connection to help you
avoid any dreaded buffering issues. Where
a free trial period is offered, consumers
should ensure to make full use of this time
to determine whether the service is worth
subscribing to and to make sure they know
how to cancel the subscription before fees
start to kick in.

Table: Selected TV streaming services - cost and usage terms

Streaming service

Monthly cost

Free trial

Number of screens

Max number of
devices for
downloads

Amazon Prime Video

€5.99

30 days

3

2

6

Apple TV*

€4.99

7 days

3

3

1

Disney+

€6.99

No longer offered

4

10

7

Hayu

€5.99

7 days

1

5

1

1

1

2

2

4

4

2

6

Netflix

Basic

€7.99

Standard

€11.99

Premium

€15.99

Entertainment Pass

€15.00

Cinema Pass

€15.00

Kids Pass

€7.00

Sky Sports Month Pass

€39

No longer offered

Number of
individual profiles

5

7 days

Now TV**

1

Not available

Note: Information sourced online in November 2020. Some discounts may be available and both fees and free trial period offers are subject to change.
*While only one user can be active on AppleTV at a time, you can switch between AppleIDs by logging in the new person in Settings. Apple TV+ lets you share your subscription with up to five family members.
**All the packages listed also come with the NOW TV Boost as well as the specific packages listed above. There is also a single day Sky Sports Day Pass for a one-time payment of €10 and the free trial period does not apply to Sky Sports passes.
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Streaming service offerings
Your decision to subscribe will all depend
on what you are looking for in a streaming
service. Film and TV selection are important
to most but, for others, speed or number
of screens may matter more. Netflix has
been around the longest so, anecdotally,
it tends to have the highest speed with the
least amount of buffering. Disney+ is newer
and the images used are super high-quality
resolution, so that can cause more buffering
than with other services depending on
the speed of the broadband connection.
Services that have advertisements skew
slower because the ads also need to load,
so fast forwarding or rewinding on these
services can sometimes be frustrating.
		
In terms of content, Netflix prides
itself on having the largest selection and it
has been quite consistently releasing new
content over the course of the pandemic
since its infrastructure for it was already in
place, unlike their counterparts in Disney
who are more attuned to those blockbuster
cinema releases. For example, the Mulan
live-action film, which was slated for a
cinema release on 26th March 2020 was
delayed for many months before being
released on 4th September 2020 on Disney+
for a €21.99 Premier Access cost on top of
the monthly payment. Netflix so far has not
charged extra for any of its content and it is
providing an expanding range of international
titles, with Amazon Prime being the next best
in their international film selection. As for
the personalisation of each profile, Netflix
is seen as the leader with its algorithm
generating more relevant recommendations
and suggestions based on your viewing and
the genres in your list.
		
Disney+ has an excellent selection
of all your Disney/Pixar favourites, including
titles that had been previously locked in
the Disney vault for decades. In addition to
its own content, Disney also encompasses
Marvel, Star Wars, and National Geographic
content, so that broadens its appeal. Even
though Disney+ is in its first year, since
launching its service with original content
like The Mandolarian and High School
Musical the Musical the Series, it has
demonstrated good potential for making
extremely sought-after content in the future.
		
Netflix has recently added a
‘Shuffle Play’ option which will play a title
at random for when the boredom really hits
you hard. Disney+ has also recently added
a new feature called ‘GroupWatch’, which
allows for you to watch with other family
members or friends, with four members from
the same account being eligible and up to
seven people in total may join, excluding Kid
profiles. With this new GroupWatch function,
Disney+ will sync everyone’s streaming to
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match, making those FaceTime and Zoom
watching parties much more doable. Other
services are starting to develop and adopt
similar group-streaming features.
		
Amazon Prime Video’s main focus
is not necessarily the video platform, and
although this seems to be shifting, the
quality of options is typically not deemed
as robust as the Netflix and Disney+
services. However, getting an Amazon
Prime membership gives you access to
several additional services including faster
product delivery, music, audiobooks and
Alexa, Amazon’s digital assistant – most of
which might require additional purchases
or devices but are all still available under
the same account. Prime Video also offers
options to rent popular film releases or TV
show episodes.
		
Apple TV+ has the smallest
selection by far with many of the titles
still requiring an additional payment
due to the lack of original content on the
platform. Some of its original titles have
been considered of high quality such as
Greyhound and Tehran, but the options are
limited, so you might get more bang for your
buck elsewhere. Currently, if you purchase
an Apple device such as a new Mac, iPhone,
or iPad you get Apple TV+ free for one year,
so if you have any holiday device purchases
coming up that could be the savvy way to
introduce yourself or your family to this
streaming service.
		
NowTV has a wide range of
exclusive content for the UK and Ireland,
including several options for SkyTV passes.
The selection seems to be satisfactory for
its users – however, this is one of the more
expensive options on the list with costs up
to and sometimes exceeding €30 a month.
Hayu provides you with all your reality TV
needs, which lets you keep up with the Real
Housewives and Kardashians all you like!
		
Last, but certainly not least, RTÉ
Player and Virgin Media Player are free,
ad-supported streaming options. RTÉ Player
live streams the national broadcaster’s
regular TV channels and news programmes,
as well as offering a catch-up service
for recently broadcast shows, box-sets
of Irish and international titles and a
growing catalogue of original content made
specifically for the platform. Virgin Media
Player live streams Virgin Media’s three
traditional television channels, as well as
providing a catch-up service of the network’s
programming over the past month and a
back catalogue of its original shows.
		
If the quality or type of content
matters most to you, there are a lot of factors
to consider. For example, parents might
want to look into getting Disney+ because
the number of animated shows for children

in both the Mickey Mouse and Marvel
universes is impressive and a great way to
keep the little ones occupied. Those of you
in college may appreciate Netflix or Disney+
because of their current selections of your
childhood favourites such as Avatar the Last
Airbender (Netflix) or Wizards of Waverly
Place (Disney+) that could make surviving
another socially-distanced academic term
a little more bearable. Old classics can be
found on Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, and
Disney+ depending on what you are looking
for, with Netflix having the biggest archive
of old TV favourites and Disney+ having
an impressive and surprising sampling of
romantic comedies.

Seasonal viewing
As for the festive season, Prime Video
comes with the option to rent or buy
almost any Christmas movie you
desire that might not be included in
the Prime membership. In November
2020, NowTV released at least a
dozen Christmas classics including
The Holiday, Love Actually, and all
the Harry Potter films, just in time
for the seasonal break. The current
Christmas collection on Disney+ is
not the most extensive, but Disney
currently holds the rights to the Home
Alone francise, which is all the festive
hijinks you need anyway! Yet still,
with the lack of new content this year,
Netflix wins in the Christmas category
because the sheer volume of old and
new Christmas originals – ranging
from animated adventures with Santa
to the kind of sap-soaked romances
that are only tolerated at Christmas –
could keep you entertained well into
the New Year!

		
All this attention on online
streaming services has made the
competition fierce amongst the providers,
which means that you, the consumer, will
reap the benefits of hopefully higher quality
content and possible price reductions in the
future. There are already plans to launch
HBO Max (currently in the US only) in parts
of Europe in May 2021 and, since Disney+
owns Hulu (also presently US-only), it hopes
to internationally launch Hulu either on
its own or as a bundle with Disney+ next
year.  As traditional TV channels continue
to shift online, the landscape of streaming
services could look completely different
this time next year, so be on the lookout for
even more services to come. Until then,
take your pick and a cup of hot chocolate to
your sofa and enjoy!
December 2020 / January 2021

LIFESTYLE / Energy labelling

A New Generation of EU Energy Labels
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue

New energy labels for household appliances are aimed at giving consumers clearer information
to help them choose the most energy-efficient product.
Consumers across the EU will shortly
see a new energy label on a range of
domestic appliances to help them make a
more informed purchasing decision. The
initial purchase price of a new appliance
is not the only cost factor to take into
account, as the ongoing running costs
of a product in terms of energy bills are
also a key consideration. And as we
all grow increasingly environmentally
aware and focus on looking after the
planet as well as our pocket, the energy
efficiency of an appliance becomes
all the more important. However,
the energy label currently in use has
been found to be confusing and so the
European Commission has introduced a
revamped labelling system that will allow
consumers to more easily identify how
energy efficient a product really is. The
need for an updated system has long
been highlighted by European consumer
organisation BEUC, of which the
Consumers’ Association of Ireland (CAI)
is a member, and the new energy rating is
a very welcome initiative that will affect
lighting, fridges, TVs, dishwashers and
washing machines from next year.

Energy label background
Since 1992, EU retailers have been
required to provide consumers with
information about the energy efficiency
of household appliances through
a label displayed on the product.
Initially, the label rated appliances on a
straightforward and easy-to-understand
energy scale that ranged from A to G,
with A denoting the most energy-frugal
products and G indicating the least
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energy efficient. Over time, however,
manufacturers made significant advances
in terms of reducing energy consumption
and exceeded the original A classification
so it was decided to add further A+
classes to the energy scale to recognise
energy-efficiency improvements. In all,
three new categories were added: A+, A++
and A+++. A recent consumer survey
found that around 85% of European
citizens always look at the energy label
before buying a product – however,
the current A+++ to G scale, with its
ten different energy classes, is not
easily understood given that the higher
classes are densely populated. Today,
most appliances are grouped in the A+
categories, leaving the lower energy
classes empty. As a result, an A+ fridge is
now likely to be among the least energyefficient appliances on the market, which
has understandably led to consumer
confusion. A rescaling of the label is
therefore needed and the new energy
label will go back to the original – and
simpler – A to G scale. From 2021, the
labels will gradually be adjusted, so that a
fridge that has an A+++ energy efficiency
class could, for example, become a class
C after the rescaling, even though its
energy consumption has not changed.
Not only are the ‘+’ categories being
eliminated but initially the top A class will
be left empty to promote innovation and
the A class will only be filled as betterperforming products start appearing on
the market.
		
The new scale is aimed at
helping consumers to compare products
more easily and to distinguish more

clearly between the most sustainable
and cost-effective appliances,
at the same time as encouraging
manufacturers to continue researching
and innovating technologies that have a
reduced environmental impact.

The new energy labels
The new EU energy labels have been
designed to provide consumers
with accurate, recognisable and
comparable information regarding
energy consumption, performance and
other key characteristics of household
products. The European Commission
has adopted the final format and visual
identity of new energy efficiency labels
for six product groups:
1) dishwashers
2) washing machines and washer-dryers
3) refrigerators, including wine storage
fridges
4) lighting, including lamps and LED
lights
5) electronic displays, including
televisions, monitors and digital signage
displays
6) “commercial fridges” or refrigerating
appliances with a direct sales function,
such as those used in shops and vending
machines
		
The labels are not only a
guide to save energy and money as,
December 2020 / January 2021

for several products, they also show
information about other usage features
like the product’s noise emissions or
water consumption – all of which will
help consumers to make a more informed
choice and help them buy greener
products that minimise environmental
impact.
		
The main elements of the new
labelling are:
• The new energy scale from A to G with no
more ‘+’ classes
•A QR code that allows consumers
to obtain further information on the
appliance
• Energy consumption data that is specific
for each product
• Pictograms that provide intuitive visual
information to indicate the performance
and characteristics of the product
		
Stricter standards and
measurement methods to calculate
the energy efficiency of appliances will
be applied so that it will be difficult
for a product to achieve an A rating,
incentivising manufacturers to strive
ever-harder to improve the energy
efficiency of their products. The QR
code will give consumers access to
additional official, non-commercial
information when they scan the code with
a smartphone. Refined methods will be
used to calculate the energy consumption
of products and this data will be specific
to each product – for example, fridges
will display annual energy consumption
whereas dishwashers, washing machines
and washer-dryers will show the
consumption per 100 cycles. Moreover,
the pictograms or icons displayed will
vary in number and type depending on the
product and will provide useful and easily
understandable information, such as the
storage capacity of a fridge or freezer or
the amount of water used per washing
cycle on a washing machine or washerdryer. While the rescaled label currently
applies only to the product groups
outlined, it is envisaged that remaining
product categories will migrate to the new
labelling in the future.

The move to the new labels
Consumers will begin seeing the new
labels in physical shops and online from
March next year. The rescaled labels will
start being used from 1st March 2021
for refrigeration appliances, washing
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machines, washer-dryers, dishwashers
and electronic displays, while the
date for the introduction of the new
labelling for lamps and LED lights is 1st
September 2021. Moreover, currently a
four-month transition period leading up
to the March date is under way. Since
1st November 2020, manufacturers have
been required to include the new energy
label inside the product package even
though the old label will appear on the
packaging itself. This transition period
allows manufacturers and suppliers
time to adapt to the new system, given
the duration of shipping and storage of
most electrical appliances. The tighter
standards for the new label mean that not
only will the energy rating be lower but
the amount of electricity consumption
indicated on the two labels is also likely
to differ, even though the efficiency of
the product has not, in itself, changed.
Consumers purchasing a new appliance
may be surprised by the altered rating but
they will benefit from having clearer and
more helpful information when they buy a
new electrical appliance.

labelling by using tailored and targeted
communication campaigns. Through
its membership of BEUC, the CAI is
a contributor to this project. As well
as working throughout 2021 to raise
awareness among Irish consumers
about the benefits of the new label and
the importance of choosing the most
energy-efficient appliances, we will
shortly be offering an interactive tool
on the CAI website that demonstrates
the differences between the old and
new labelling systems and that lets you
calculate energy consumption, annual
electricity costs and more for appliances
in the various energy classes.
		
Below is a factsheet provided by
the BELT project that illustrates how the
labelling will change and how it will differ
among the various product groups.
Useful websites

BELT project
Consumer associations around the EU
are committed to helping consumers
to navigate the move to the new label.
BEUC, along with member organisations,
are part of a project called Boost Energy
Label Take-up or BELT, which is funded
by the EU Horizon 2020 programme and
is focused on promoting the uptake of
more energy-efficient products and
raising awareness among manufacturers,
retailers and consumers about the
new rescaled label through national
campaigns.
		
The BELT project has three
primary goals:
• to facilitate the transition period to the
new rescaled label, informing and training
all principal stakeholders, including
manufacturers, retailers and consumers

European Commission
ec.europa.eu

BELT
belt-project.eu

• to encourage consumers to choose
better energy-performing products
• to motivate manufacturers to research
and further improve their products,
thereby stimulating innovation and
investment
		
In addition to providing training
and technical guidance to manufacturers,
distributors and retailers, the BELT
product seeks to avoid confusion
among consumers about the new

BEUC
beuc.eu
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FAC TSHEET

The New Energy Label
Less classes, more efficiency
Insert here
product
QR code

A
B

SUPPLIER’S NAME

I

MODEL IDENTIFIER

A
B

II

C
D
E
F
G

XYZ

C

XYZ

L

It emerged from a consumer survey that the current scale is misleading. This is because the higher
classes (A+, A++ and A+++) are overpopulated, while
the lower categories are empty − because the most
energy-guzzling appliances are now banned from
the market. To fix this, the EU has decided to facelift
the label: all the “+” classes will disappear and give
way to an A to G scale. Top class A will initially be
left empty to leave room for more energy efficient
models that will be produced in the future.

L

XY dB

YZ L

YZ dB

1 November
2020

By law, manufacturers shall
include both the existing &
rescaled labels with the product.
Although having to present both
labels (old + new), the new label
must not be displayed in shops
and online shops.
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AB CD

2019/2016

XYZ L
2010/1060

It is an important tool that enables consumers to
better understand and compare the efficiency of
energy-powered products such as fridges, TVs and
dish washers. It allows consumers to make more
sustainable and cost-effective choices.

WHY IS A NEW ONE UNDER WAY?

D
E
XYZ kWh/annum F
G
XYZ

WHAT IS THE EU ENERGY LABEL?

1 March
2021

New labels for dishwashers, washing machines,
washer-dryers, fridges & freezers, wine storages,
TVs and monitors visible on the shop floor
Retailers must make the switch within 2 weeks

1 September
2021

New labels for light
sources must be visible in
shops.
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ELEMENTS COMMON IN ALL LABELS
The newly-added QR code allows consumers to get additional
information about the appliance, by simply scanning it with their
smartphones.

Insert here
product
QR code

A
B

SUPPLIER’S NAME

MODEL IDENTIFIER

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

New energy scale: from A to G, no more ‘+’ classes. Lower
classes may be greyed out if banned from the market thanks to
Ecodesign rules.

C
D
E
XYZ kWh/annum F
G
XYZ

XYZ

L

Energy consumption: this is specific to each product. Fridges display the annual consumption; Dishwashers, washing machines
and washer-dryers show the consumption per 100 cycles; the
consumption of displays and lamps is for 1,000 hours use.
Performance and characteristics: depending on the appliance,
the number and type of pictograms may vary. Some pictograms
might have an A-D scale, if necessary.

L

XY dB
2019/2016

B CD

A

DISHWASHERS

Insert here
product
QR code

X:YZ

Duration of
eco programme

XY x

Eco programme
rated capacity

XY dB

ABCD

XY,Z L

XYZ kWh/

Eco programme
energy consumption
per 100 cycle

MODEL IDENTIFIER

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

C

XYZ

XY

x

100

kWh

XY,Z

D
E
F
G

L

XY dB

X:YZ

AB CD

2019/2017

Eco programme
water consumption
in litres
per cycle

Airborne acoustic
noise
emission in dB

A
B

SUPPLIER’S NAME

SUPPLIER’S NAME
MODEL IDENTIFIER

A
B

A
B
C

C

D
E
F
G

Insert here
product
QR code

WXYZ
kWh / 1000h

This icon expresses the
energy consumption
in kWh of electricity
consumption per 1,000
hours of on-mode

2019/2015

WXYZ

kWh/1000h

D
E
F
G

LAMPS

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 847043
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REFRIGERATOR APPLIANCES

WINE STORAGE APPLIANCES
Insert here
product
QR code

Sum of volumes of
chill compartment (s)
and unfrozen
compartment (s)

XYZ

Number of standard
wine bottles
that can
be stored

XY dB

ABCD

Airborne acoustical
noise emissions

XYZ

kWh/annum

XYZ L

Sum of the volumes
of the frozen
compartment (s)

X:YZ

Duration of eco
programme
at rated capacity

Insert here
product
QR code

A
B

MODEL IDENTIFIER

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

XY, Z kg

Rated capacity
for the eco
programme

C

XYZ

XY,Z

100

kWh

kg

D
E
F
G

X:YZ

XY

ABCD

Spin-drying
efficiency class

L

XY dB

B CD

A

2019/2014

BCDEFG

A

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

C
D
E
XYZ kWh/annum F
G
XYZ

XYZ

L

L

XY dB
AB CD

XYZ kWh/

WASHING MACHINES

SUPPLIER’S NAME

MODEL IDENTIFIER

2019/2016

Annual energy
consumption
in kWh per year

A
B

SUPPLIER’S NAME

Weighted energy
consumption
per 100 cycles
in kWh

XY,Z L

Weighted water
consumption
per cycle
in litres

XY dB
Airborne acoustic
noise emission class
spinning phase
of eco programme
and value in dB
(A) re 1 pW

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 847043
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WASHER-DRYERS
XYZ kWh/

Weighted energy
consumption
per 100 cycles in
kWh for washing
cycle

XYZ kWh/

Weighted energy
consumption
per 100 cycles in
kWh for complete
cycle (washing+drying)

ABCDFG

XYL XYL

Spin-drying
efficiency class

Weighted water
consumption per cycle
in litre for complete
cycle (left side)
and for washing
cycle (right side)

Insert here
product
QR code

SUPPLIER’S NAME

A
B

A
B
C

C
D
E
F
G
XYZ kWh

D
E
F
G

A
B

MODEL IDENTIFIER

A
B

C

C
D
E
F
G
XYZ kWh

100

XY,Z kg

D
E
F
G

100

XY,Z kg

XY L

XY L
X:YZ

X:YZ

XY, Z kg XY, Z kg
Rated capacity
for complete cycle
(left side)
and for washing
cycle (right side)

XY dB

ABCD

Airborne acoustic
noise emission class
spinning phase of eco
programme and value
in dB(a) re 1 pW

Insert here
product
QR code

A
B

MODEL IDENTIFIER

SUPPLIER’S NAME

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

C

XYZ

kWh/1000h

A B CDEFG

XYZ

D
E
F
G

Cycle duration
at rated capacity
for complete cycle
(left side)
and for washing
cycle (right side)

WXYZ px

WXYZ
kWh / 1000h

on mode energy
consumption in kWh
per 1 000 h, when
playing SDR* content,
rounded to the
nearest integer

m
Zc
XY

visible screen diagonal
in centimeters and
inches and horizontal
and vertical resolution
in pixels

XYZ kWh / 1000h

WXYZ px

2019/2013

WXYZ px

m
Zc
″
XY

X:YZ X:YZ

ABCDFG

kWh /1000h

XY

A B CD

WXYZ px

ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS

2019/2014

XY dB

ABCDEFG

the energy efficiency class when
using PmeasuredHDR**;
the on mode energy consumption
in kWh per 1 000 h, when playing
HDR content, rounded to
the nearest integer

*SDR Software defined radio - **HRD High Dynamic Range

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 847043
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MONEY / Investment fraud

Staying Safe From
Investment Scams
With investment scams on the increase,
how can consumers safeguard themselves
from financial loss?
Fraudsters are finding increasingly
sophisticated ways to target consumers
and the global pandemic has done
nothing to slow their dedication to
helping us part with our hard-earned
money and precious personal data. One
area in particular that is expanding is the
category of investment fraud. This year
has seen a notable rise in investment
scams, with An Garda Síochána reporting
that Irish consumers lost €2.9 million
to fraudsters in the first eight months,
January to August. This compares to a
total of €3.3 million for all of 2019 and
puts the country on track for an overall
35% increase in losses due to investment
fraud in 2020.
Gardaí further note that there
has been a 61% increase in reports of
investment fraud in the January-toAugust period but that this is a crime
that is likely to be under-reported due to
embarrassment, not wanting family to
know and, in some cases, a hope that the
investment might come good in the end.

Investment fraud
Investment fraud is where people are
persuaded to make investments but
the money is used for purposes that
are not intended or where no business
opportunity actually exists. It is
distinct from a high-risk investment
or a legitimate investment scheme
that fails and, instead, there is no
business opportunity in the first place
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REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• Investment fraud
• Warning signs
• Investor advice

and the entity is not registered and
does not legally exist. Investment
scams generally involve promises of
quick and substantial returns and hard
aggressive selling where time is of the
essence and decisions must be made
fast. Gardaí note that the majority of
recent cases involve consumers being
induced to invest in cryptocurrencies,
often through pop-up ads, social
media ads or online searches. Some
of the ads appear to be endorsed
by prominent business people or
celebrities, but these individuals may
not know that their name is attached
to the advertisement. According to the
Garda National Economic Crime Bureau
(GNECB), when would-be investors
enter their contact details, they are
immediately phoned by fraudsters
who attempt to take control of their
computers or access bank accounts.
Alternatively, victims are deceived
into investing in cryptocurrencies or
projects and businesses that do not
exist. The GNECB offers a number
of examples of recent scams. In one
case, the victim responded to a pop-up
ad and was persuaded to download a
link he received by email that allowed
the fraudster to take control of his
computer, resulting in a loss of over
€30,000. In another case, the victim
was persuaded to make investments
in shares and stocks on a website
found through an online search and

had invested more than €20,000 before
realising that he was on a faked/cloned
website. Another victim lost over
€375,000 investing in what she believed
to be an online company buying
cryptocurrency. She had been told that
her deposits were growing and that she
was making profits and only realised
that she had been defrauded of the
entire amount when she tried to cash
her investment in.

Warning signs
Given the potential for very significant
financial loss, Gardaí are alerting
consumers to be on their guard before
committing to any type of investment
and they note a number of warning
signs to look out for. These red flags
include:
• Receiving a cold call out of the blue by
phone, email or through social media
offering a great investment opportunity
• Being rushed or pressured into
making a decision with no time to
consider the investment opportunity
• Being promised a fast and sizeable
return with little or no risk

Investor advice
Consumers may be tempted to look at
investments at this time as a way of
making smart use of savings, which get
December 2020 / January 2021

little or no interest in banks and which
may, in some cases, be growing due to
a lack of other spending opportunities
such as holidays or social events. To
protect themselves from falling victim
to investment fraud, Gardaí advise
consumers to take the following steps:
• Be wary of all unsolicited emails,
texts, calls or offers.
• Avoid responding to cold calls or to
pop-up ads or social media ads.
• Never follow links from pop-up ads,
social media or unsolicited emails or
any other communications from people
you do not know.
• Be cautious about investments that
appear to be endorsed by well-known
business people or celebrities as these
individuals may have no knowledge that
their name is being used in this way.
• Seek independent financial and legal
advice before making any investments.
• Never reveal bank codes, PINs,
passwords or any other personal data.
• Do not download suggested apps or
allow anyone to take control of your

computer.
• Research the name of the company
involved and only deal with regulated
entities. Investors who deal with
unregulated firms will not have access
to key consumer protections – for
example, they will not be able to make a
claim under the Investor Compensation
Scheme or obtain assistance from
the Financial Services and Pensions
Ombudsman.
		
The Central Bank of Ireland
has also highlighted the increasingly
sophisticated ways that fraudsters are
finding to trick us into handing over our
money and personal data and they urge
anyone considering buying a financial
product or dealing with a financial
provider to first carry out the SAFE test:

S=STOP
Stop, think and ask yourself some key
questions: Who is contacting me? How
did they get my contact details? What
are they offering? Do I feel rushed or
pressured into providing personal or
financial information?

is legitimate and authorised by the
Central Bank by checking at http://
registers.centralbank.ie/. Even if the
firm appears to be authorised, you
should look closely in case it has been
‘cloned’, checking for any irregularities
such as misspellings or grammatical
errors. You should also call the firm
using its publicly advertised phone
number.

F=FACT-CHECK
Further research is needed to make
sure that the offer is from a trusted
source and that it is a genuine financial
product or service. You should obtain
advice from someone you trust to help
you make sound financial decisions.

E=EXPOSE AND REPORT
Contact the Central Bank if you
have any concerns that a firm is not
genuine or authorised to sell financial
products. The Central Bank has powers
to investigate and take action against
fraudsters. Reports can be made
on the Central Bank website at www.
centralbank.ie or by phoning 01 224
4000.

A=ASSESS
Assess the information you have been
given and make sure that the firm

Source: centralbank.ie
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Product Test/ Cordless Vacuum Cleaners

Cordless Vacuum Cleaners
In the market for a
vacuum cleaner?
Going cordless ups
the cost but also the
convenience, with
the best machines
delivering impressive
cleaning.
REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• Factors to consider
• Maintaining the battery
• Six Choice Buys

Much of the innovation and focus in the
vacuum cleaner market appears to be
concentrated on cordless machines
that ditch the cable in favour of an
on-board rechargeable battery. No
longer confined by the limits of a cord
connected to a socket, you can zip
around the home, moving freely from
room to room. In the past, cordless
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vacuums were touted as supplementary
machines that would allow for quick and
easy regular cleans in between weekly
full-on blitzes. Now that manufacturers
have managed to inject sufficient power
and cleaning ability in their cordless
vacuums, the best machines can rival
their corded cousins and replace them
as the main vacuum cleaner in the home.
And these newer designs come with
some key advantages, including their
slimline and lightweight dimensions,
their deft manoeuvrability and their
versatility. However, not all cordless
vacuums are created equal. There are
plenty of cheaper models becoming
available in this fast-growing market but
these rarely impress with their cleaning
ability. You will likely have to spend over
€200 for a machine that can be relied
upon to get the job done, with high-end
models rising to €600-€700 – so the
extra convenience definitely comes at a
cost.
UK manufacturer Dyson has
led the way with premium cordless
vacuum cleaners and is a firm believer
that going cord-free is the way of the
future, announcing in 2018 that it will
no longer produce new corded vacuum
cleaners. Dyson’s premium models
are extremely expensive but, in 2020,

it re-released its entry level V7 series
with a few accompanying upgrades at
half the cost of its top-of-the-range
appliances. Miele has been a stalwart
of the traditional vacuum cleaner
category, delivering many Choice Buy
models over the years. It has taken the
German manufacturer a while to throw
its hat into the cordless ring but, with
its new Triflex range, it has proven itself
to be a worthy – if pricey – contender.
See our Choice Buy reviews below for
seven cordless vacuum cleaners on the
market, from Dyson, Miele and others,
that impressed in tests with their
cleaning prowess.

Factors to consider
Our recommended cordless vacuums
may be suited to different households
as they excel in different areas. While
many cordless vacuums will do a good
job of keeping your hard flooring clean,
others may struggle to lift fine dust
out of thick-pile carpets. Those with
larger homes will need to consider if the
machine’s battery life will last as you
attempt a thorough floor-to-ceiling blitz
on your home or if you will be left with
the job half done, as you wait for several
hours for the battery to recharge. 		
Meanwhile, allergy sufferers will
December 2020 / January 2021

need to think not only about whether
the appliance can pick up dirt and
debris effectively but also how good
it is at retaining fine particles within
the machine without leaking dust back
into the room. Only some of our Choice
Buys impressed in all areas, whereas
others have their strong points that will
need to be weighed against their weaker
attributes, and whether they are right
for you will depend on your specific
needs.
		
The lightweight nature of
cordless vacuums may be particularly
appealing for those who find traditional
vacuum cleaners heavy to haul around,
particularly if they have a lot of stairs in
their home. Traditional upright vacuum
cleaners can weigh up to 10kg and even
the typically lighter cylinder models
range between 5kg and 8kg. In contrast,
the cordless vacuums highlighted here
weigh from a very modest 2.4kg, with
the heaviest being 4.1kg. Not only are
cordless vacuums much lighter for
lifting in general but some allow you to
remove the cleaning tube and attach
various tools to the main vacuum unit to
transform it into a small ultraportable
handheld device that is ideal for tackling
the stairs or sprucing up the car. Not all
cordless models have a handheld mode
or it may be cumbersome to switch from
one configuration to the other, so this is
worth checking before you buy.
		
A downside of cordless
machines’ compact, slimline design
is the typically small capacity of their
dust containers, which will need to be
emptied frequently. Among our current
Choice Buys, the dust containers can
hold from 1.1 litres down to as little
as 0.6 litres, compared with up to 3.5

litres of some recently recommended
corded models. The majority of cordless
models are bagless and, while this is
an environmentally friendly option and
eliminates the need to buy replacement
bags, emptying bagless machines can
cause difficulties for those with asthma
or dust allergies due to the potential for
a cloud of dust to rise as the container
contents are poured into the bin.
Bagged cordless models are few and
far between with no examples among
our current Choice Buys, so this may
be an issue for those with sensitivities
to allergens. On the plus side, some
manufacturers have succeeded in
incorporating effective filtration
systems that provide excellent allergen
retention, preventing fine particles from
escaping once they are trapped inside
the machine.
		
Though you will no longer be
tethered to a socket via a cord, your
cleaning session may be limited by the
battery life on offer. Running time has
improved generally in recent years but
it varies wildly between machines and is
also dependent on the power level you
need to use.
		
Those with a lot of deep
carpets in their home will generally need
to use the highest power setting for a
proper clean, and some models will only
be able to provide around ten minutes
on their maximum level. The best
models can offer around 30 minutes on
high power and up to an hour or more
on their lowest setting, typically used
for hard flooring. Recharging time
also counts if you have to wait to finish
the job, with cheaper models typically
taking very much longer than higherend machines and, among our current

Choice Buys, a full recharge from flat
tends to take around three hours. Some
models are sold with a second battery
and even a dual recharging station so
that your cleaning won’t be cut short.
		
With many cordless machines,
and all those in the Dyson range, you will
have to hold down a trigger button when
vacuuming, which can become tiring
and may not suit everyone. If possible,
it is a good idea to try this aspect of the
machine out in the shop before you buy
as well as checking to see how well it
manoeuvres and how easy it is to lift up
and to swap between configurations.
		
In the cordless vacuum
category, models often come with a
number of variants so that you can save
money by opting for a lower-priced
version that will generally have the same
performance levels but be missing some
accessories – such as a second battery
or a turbo pet hair tool – compared
with the premium model. Again, it
all depends on what elements are
important to you and if the additional
accessories are worth the increased
cost. Some handy features that you may
see on offer include LED lights on the
floorhead that will illuminate dark nooks
and crannies, a flexible cleaning tube
that can help to reach further under low
furniture like sofas and beds, battery
life indicators to let you know how much
time you have left to finish the job and
wall mounts for neat storage.
		
As with other vacuum cleaners,
the brush bar and filters will need a
little attention every so often and, in
particular, you will need to take care of
the batteries of cordless models if you
want the machine to keep performing as
it should.

Battery basics
Battery running time is a key element in how well a cordless vacuum cleaner performs. The lithium-ion batteries typically used
in cordless vacuums are different to older battery types and require some special treatment. The following are some tips from
our UK colleagues at Which to help your batteries to last:
1. Store your cordless vacuum battery in a cool part of your home as warm temperatures – and especially prolonged sunlight –
can be harmful, particularly when the battery is charging.
2. Try not to drain the battery completely, as unlike older batteries that benefited from complete drainage prior to recharging,
lithium-ion batteries may become damaged if they are regularly fully drained, as small cracks may form and reduce their
effectiveness. A better option is to recharge these batteries a little and often, keeping them topped up.
3. You don’t have to worry about leaving the battery charging as, unlike older nickel batteries, lithium-ion batteries know when
they are fully charged and stop extracting power.
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1. Dyson V11 Torque Drive €590

2. Miele Triflex HX1 Pro €730

The Choice Buy Dyson V11 Torque Drive delivers exceptional
cleaning across all floor types, tackling both thick carpets and
hard flooring with ease and efficiently sucking up dirt from
between crevices. It makes light work of eliminating pet hair
and picking up larger debris like crumbs and rice grains. In all,
there are three cleaning modes – auto, eco and turbo – with the
auto mode making use of the manufacturer’s new Torque floor
head that can adapt the suction power to match the floor type
for optimal cleaning using minimum battery life. An updated
version of the Dyson V10 series, the V11 runs for an impressive
76 minutes on its lowest setting and 13 minutes on turbo and an
LCD display will let you know how much vacuuming time is left
or if the filters need to be cleaned. A full recharge of the battery
from flat will take 3.5 hours. Supplied accessories include a mini
pet tool, soft dusting brush and a combi tool and these can be
handily clipped onto the cleaning tube for easy access as you
move around the house. Other models in the V11 series include
the V11 Absolute and the V11 Animal, reviews of which are
featured in our November 2019 report.

The Choice Buy Miele Triflex HX1 Pro offers a pleasing premium
look and feel alongside outstanding and versatile cleaning. An
innovative ‘three-in-one’ design, means that you can reconfigure
the layout of this machine to suit different cleaning tasks,
swapping between an upright mode with the motor sitting on
top of the floorhead, to a stick mode with the motor next to the
handle for reaching up to the ceiling, and a compact handheld
mode for tackling the stairs. Although the upright mode marginally
outperforms the other two configurations, all kinds of dust and
debris are effectively eliminated whatever the layout and there
are three different power levels to choose from. Aided by a HEPA
filter, allergen retention is faultless and handy features include
LED headlights on the floorhead and a rotating neck for better
manoeuvrability around obstacles. Battery running time is around
35 minutes on the lowest setting and 17 minutes on the highest and
the HX1 Pro provides a second battery if this is not long enough. If
you can do without the second battery, you can save €100 by opting
instead for the Miele Triflex HX1 Cat and Dog, priced at €630, which
offers all the same first-rate performance and comes with an
additional mini turbo pet tool.
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3. Dyson V7 Animal €299

4. Miele Triflex HX1 €500

The Choice Buy Dyson V7 Animal, the manufacturer’s entrylevel cordless vacuum cleaner, was recently re-released with
a couple of upgrades. The V7 lasts a decent 29 minutes on its
standard power setting, and just seven minutes on the turbo
setting, with a full recharge from flat taking a little over three
hours. This Dyson model delivers very good cleaning, especially
on the higher power level, excelling at picking up dirt from
between floorboards and other crevices and also performing
well on carpets. The upgraded version offers a newly designed
filtration system that does a superb job of keeping allergens
and fine dust particles within the machine, though the dust
container holds just 0.6 litres and will need regular emptying.
A handy new ‘reach-under’ tool uses a hinge attachment on
the stick to help you reach further under furniture like sofas
and beds and supplied accessories also include a crevice
and upholstery tool, a dusting brush, a mini turbo brush for
dislodging pet hair and a wall mount for neat storage. For an
extra €50, you can get the Dyson V7 Absolute, which comes with
all the same accessories and great performance levels but with
the addition of an extra soft roller floor head, designed for use
on hard flooring.

The Choice Buy Miele Triflex HX1 is the entry-level model in
Miele’s new cordless range and offers similarly great cleaning
performance and versatility but lacks the HEPA filter and
some accessories that come with the more premium HX1
Pro and HX1 Cat and Dog. The HX1 is equally adept at
sucking dust and debris from carpets as from floorboards
and the rotating neck helps to get into tricky-to-reach
corners. Again, the adaptable three-in-one design lets you
tailor this machine to your specific cleaning needs, with an
upright mode, a stick mode and a handheld mode all on offer
depending on where you position the motor and switching
between the configurations is nicely straightforward to do.
The battery lasts a very decent 35 minutes on the lowest
setting and 17 minutes on the highest power level and it
takes three hours and twenty minutes to fully recharge. This
cordless machine is not a great option for allergy sufferers
as, with no HEPA filter, its filtration system did not score well
in tests. This Miele model comes in a choice of grey, red or
white and a wall mount is supplied with storage for the tools
that come in the box, including a dusting brush and crevice
and upholstery nozzles.
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5. Shark Anti Hair Wrap with Flexology
IZ201UK €285

The Choice Buy Shark Anti Hair Wrap with Flexology IZ201UK
will suit households with a lot of hard flooring and, though it
weighs a relatively heavy 4.1kg, it is a breeze to push around.
Featuring the manufacturer’s ‘anti-wrap’ floorhead for
disentangling hair from the brush bar, this cordless vacuum
excels when sucking up dust and dirt from hard floors, getting
into deep crevices and efficiently removing pet hair. Its
performance on carpets was disappointing in tests, however.
The dustbag holds a very decent 1.1 litres and the HEPA filter
does an admirable job of locking fine particles inside. Battery
life is also impressive, running over an hour on the lower power
setting and 34 minutes on the higher setting, which is probably
the one you will need to use most often. Flexible tubing on the
stick helps you reach further under furniture and upholstery
and crevice nozzles and a dusting brush are supplied. There are
a number of variations of this Shark model, which all have the
same basic design but come with different extras. The IZ201UK
is the cheapest model in the series, with the other variants – the
IZ201UKT, the IZ251UK and the IZ25UKT – variously throwing
in a second battery and/or a mini pet hair turbo tool, with these
additions pushing the price up to €550 at the top end.
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6. Vax Blade 4 €246
The Choice Buy Vax Blade 4 is a simple-to-use cordless vacuum
that does sterling work on both carpets and floorboards to leave
them spotless and dust-free, with a button on the handle to switch
stiff bristles on the brush bar on and off as needed. It efficiently
draws dirt from out between cracks and crevices and it also is
effective in tackling pet hair and larger debris like crumbs and
in freeing upholstery from fibres. There are two power settings,
with the battery lasting a little over ten minutes on the maximum
level. Handy features include headlights on the floorhead to
illuminate dark areas as you clean and a detachable handheld
unit for cleaning awkward spots. The removable dust container
holds 0.7 litres but those with serious dust allergies may need to
look elsewhere, however, as some fine particles were found to leak
back out in tests. Supplied accessories include a crevice nozzle,
a dusting brush and a wall mount for neat storage. Pet owners
may be interested in a model variant, the Blade 4 Pet, priced at
€320, which comes with a motorised mini pet tool for dislodging fur
and hair and an antimicrobial treatment on the brush bar to help
prevent the growth of bacteria and fungi.
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PRODUCT TESTS / Built-in ovens

Built-in Ovens
If you have been honing
your cooking and baking
skills over the last few
months, you will appreciate
a great built-in oven that
delivers reliably excellent
results in these uncertain
times.

Choice Buys to recommend that tick
most, if not all, of these boxes.

Features on offer

Christmas may be a little different this
year but the essentials will still be in
place, including the traditional festive
dinner, and our testers routinely consider
if an oven will be spacious enough to fit a
family-sized turkey plus a second shelf
– for a tray containing roast potatoes or
vegetables perhaps – at the same time.
Manufacturers generally measure oven
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
capacity to be all the available space
within the cavity, whereas our testers
At a glance
calculate the actual usable space, leaving
• Features on offer
enough room for hot air to circulate
• Ten Choice Buys
around the food, to give a more accurate
measurement of functional capacity.
		
Although a small number of
gas built-in ovens are still available to
With more time spent at home these
buy, the selection is limited and electric
days, many of us have upped our home
ovens generally perform better than
cooking and baking skills and may have
gas appliances, particularly in terms of
a new-found appreciation for the results
even heat distribution. All of our current
that a great oven can deliver. The best
recommended built-in models are electric
ovens will heat up quickly, maintain
temperatures accurately and distribute the appliances.
Those who have become serious
heat inside evenly to create perfect bakes 		
about their baking in recent months know
and impressive roasts every time. What’s
that you need an oven that sticks rigidly to
more, they will be spacious and versatile,
the temperature you set and distributes
easy to use and offer some assistance in
heat evenly throughout the oven cavity so
terms of cleaning so that you do not have
hours of tedious scrubbing when dinner is that even the most delicate of sponges
will rise perfectly and a tray of biscuits
done. To have all these elements in place
placed on the top shelf will be as crisp
in one built-in appliance may seem like a
tall order, but we have ten top-performing and golden as a tray on the bottom shelf,
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with no need to switch trays around to
avoid ending up with some burnt biscuits
while others are pale and undercooked.
Impatient cooks will appreciate an oven
that is quick to pre-heat, letting you get
dinner on in a hurry.
		
All of our current Choice Buy
ovens are multifunctional, offering a
range of cooking methods that can
be used separately or in combination
to achieve the best cooking results
according to the dish you are preparing.
Typically, the cooking modes on offer
include conventional top and bottom
heat, a grilling function, plus the option
of using a fan to distribute the heat more
evenly around the cavity and speed up
cooking times. Hot-air grilling refers to
a fan and grill function that operates
alternately for more even crisping. Some
ovens offer a steam-cooking function
with a water tank that can be set to
inject bursts of steam or an indent in
the base of the oven to hold water and
add moisture to the cooking process.
The idea is that the moisture settles on
your food and then evaporates, causing
the surface to crisp up, which can be
particularly useful when baking bread.
Pizza lovers may like to look for an oven
with a dedicated pizza setting aimed at
providing a perfectly crisped base.
		
A built-in oven that offers
versatility is very appealing, so look for
models that provide flexible grill settings
that let you use only half the grill for
December 2020 / January 2021

cooking small amounts and an oven
cavity with a good range of shelf positions
to let you configure the interior in a variety
of ways to suit different dishes.
		
To aid ease of loading and,
particularly, lifting out hot trays –
containing a large Sunday roast, say
– telescopic rails can help to keep the
shelf stable as you pull it out and make
it smoother to slide back in again even
when supporting heavy and cumbersome
dishes. Slide-away oven doors are also
useful as they tuck underneath the oven
when opened, which can be handy in
kitchens where space is tight and means
that you don’t have to stretch over the
door when loading and unloading heavy
items.
		
Cleaning an oven is not a task
anyone looks forward to but some ovens
try to help out and make the task easier.
Catalytic liners are a fairly common
feature – these are rough surfaces inside
the oven, often on the side walls or rear
wall that contain minerals that absorb fat
splatters, grease and food spills, breaking
down the grime at high temperatures of
more than 200°C to eliminate the need to
clean these areas by hand. Some ovens
offer a steam-clean function that creates
a steamy atmosphere when the oven
heats up, which loosens baked-on debris
that has stuck to the interior, making it
easier to remove.
		
The holy grail of oven cleaning
is a high-temperature pyrolytic function,
formerly only available on very high-end
appliances but becoming more common
on mid-range models. Pyrolytic
ovens work by heating up to extreme
temperatures of 400-500°C, burning off
baked-on residues and reducing them to
ash, which can be then just wiped away
once the cycle ends and the oven has
cooled. These programmes take about
two hours and the oven door will lock for
safety while the cycle is running. Some
pyrolytic functions are more effective
than others, however, and you will still
need to clean the oven’s ceiling, base,
door and shelves in the old-fashioned
way. Moreover, you should make sure to
wipe the inside of glass doors well prior
to activating the high-temperature cycle
as it is not designed to clean glass and
can serve to burn on any stains and make
them very difficult to remove afterwards.
		
Other features that are worth
looking out for include automatic
programmes that take the guesswork
out of selecting the right cooking mode,
temperature and duration for your
dish; memory functions that let you
create, save and name your own cooking
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programmes; and a child lock for the
control panel to prevent inquisitive little
fingers from switching the oven on or
changing settings. Retractable dials not
only provide a streamlined look but they
make it is easier to wipe over the smooth
surface instead of trying to remove
grease and grime from around buttons
and knobs.

Previous Choice Buys
All of our Choice Buys this time around
are single ovens but those with larger
families or who are looking forward to
getting back to entertaining at some
stage may require a double oven.
Whereas single ovens provide just one
fairly large oven cavity, double ovens
typically comprise of a smaller oven on
top and a larger main oven underneath or
they may offer two full-sized ovens. The
top oven generally incorporates a grill and
some models offer an additional grill in
their bottom oven also. You will be able
to use the ovens separately or together,
so you can bake and grill different dishes
at the same time or bake two different
items that require different cooking
modes or temperatures. We were able to
recommend a number of double ovens in
our 2019 report and two of these remain
available.
		
At the top end of the price scale
and remaining eye-wateringly expensive
at €1,700, the Neff N50 U2ACM7HN0B
offers a main oven and a smaller top
oven that both perform impeccably. This
is a very spacious appliance, with the
top oven big enough to accommodate a
turkey while the main oven is even more
sizeable. Both ovens have an excellent
grill function and pyrolytic cleaning and
the multifunctional main oven has eight
different cooking modes on offer. For
around a third of the price at €650, the
Samsung NV75N5641RS is, in fact, a
single multifunctional oven but it has
the unique capability of being able to be
turned into a double oven as the occasion
requires it. Touted as a ‘Dual Cook Flex’
oven, it comes with a removable divider
that can be slotted into the middle
shelf to split the interior and create two
separate ovens, each with its own fan
and temperature settings so that they
work independently of each other. An
innovative flexible hinged door lets you
access either the whole oven or just open
the top half without disturbing any items
cooking below and using only the top half
of the oven saves energy when cooking
smaller dishes. Other pluses include fast
pre-heating, precise temperature control
and very even heat distribution. Cleaning

is aided by the effective catalytic
lining and the option of a steam-clean
setting or you may like to seek out
the Samsung NV75N5671RS, which
additionally offers a pyrolytic cleaning
programme for the slightly dearer price of
€800.
		
If you can make do with a
single oven, a good-value option is the
Bosch Serie 4 HBS534BB0B, which,
at €399, comes in at the lower end of
the price scale but nonetheless puts
in a great all-round performance. A
decent 46 litres of usable space are on
offer; the grilling function is first rate;
and the catalytic lining on the back wall
goes some way to aid cleaning. This
worthy Choice Buy comes in a range
of colours, with the Bosch Serie 4
HBS534BW0B sporting a black finish,
while there are also stainless-steel and
white versions available – the Bosch Serie
4 HBS534BS0B and Bosch Serie 4
HBS534BW0B.
		
Full reviews for these models
and a number of other Choice Buys that
remain in shops can be found on page 19
of the October 2019 issue of Consumer
Choice.
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1. Hisense BI5228PBUK €320

2. Miele H2265-1B €719

The Choice Buy Hisense BI5228PBUK is an impressive built-in oven that turns in

The Choice Buy Miele H2265-1B provides impeccable temperature accuracy

an outstanding all-round cooking performance without breaking the bank. The

and heat distribution, making for excellent cooking results, and it is fast to heat

least expensive of our current recommended models, this Hisense oven is ideal

up so you can get cooking without delay. In all, there are nine operating modes

for impatient cooks as it heats very speedily, reaching 180°C in less than four

on offer, including conventional top and bottom heat, fan and grill along with

minutes, and the accurate thermostat will ensure to deliver the temperature

gentle and intensive bake settings. This single oven has a sizeable interior with a

your recipe requires. The spacious interior easily accommodates a turkey on one

55-litre capacity and a full-width tray and a standard wire shelf are provided with

shelf with room for a tray of roast vegetables on the other and the manufacturer

five shelf positions to choose from. You will easily fit a decent-sized turkey plus

credits the oven design with its rounded corners as helping to distribute heat

another tray of vegetables and this oven preheats speedily, reaching 180°C in less

evenly for consistent results throughout when baking or roasting. The grill does

than six minutes. With reliable temperature control and impressively even heat

a similarly great job of evenly browning food and it can be used with and without

distribution, the trickiest of sponges should emerge perfectly risen and golden.

the fan. Cooking options include an eco mode and familiar features such as a

Although pyrolytic cleaning is not provided, the catalytic liners on the side walls

child lock, minute minder and programmable timer are provided. This oven

and ceiling of this oven help to absorb grease at high temperatures and work fairly

is easy to get the hang of with a touch control panel and two retractable dials

well to reduce time spent cleaning the interior. Once you get used to it, this oven is

providing a streamlined look, and cleaning is a breeze thanks to the effective

straightforward to operate and features include a programmable timer and digital

pyrolytic self-clean function.

minute minder.
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3. Zanussi ZOPNX6X2 €400

4. Neff B4ACF1AN0B €850

The Choice Buy Zanussi ZOPNX6X2 is a single multifunction oven that delivers

The Choice Buy Neff B4ACF1AN0B is a single multifunction oven that delivers

great cooking results and has a self-cleaning feature for when the cooking

very good cooking performance and features the manufacturer’s signature

is done. With a black and stainless-steel exterior, this Zanussi model offers

Slide&Hide door. The oven cavity has a decent usable volume of around 46

a very decent 50 litres of usable space inside. It comes with a standard wire

litres, enough to fit a family-sized turkey plus a tray of potatoes. This Neff model

shelf and a full-width roasting tray that can double as a grill pan. This oven

comes with a handle-less grill pan and two wire shelves, with four shelf positions

is fairly quick to heat up, achieving 180°C in around seven minutes, and the

to choose from. A range of cooking modes are on offer, including conventional,

thermostat can be relied to keep the interior temperature at the required

fan and grill with additional fast pre-heating and pizza settings. This oven is

level. Operating modes include familiar top and bottom heat, fan and grill

quick to heat up, taking less than six minutes to reach 180°C and a very accurate

options as well as pizza cooking and thermal grilling settings. Whether you

thermostat ensures that the temperature remains at exactly the right level.

are roasting, baking or grilling, impressive heat distribution will ensure that

Heat is well distributed throughout the oven cavity for even cooking results and

everything is evenly browned. With retractable dials and an LED display that

the grill does a great job of browning and toasting. Neff touts its trademark

allows for precise temperature selection and controlling start and end times,

Slide&Hide door, which tucks neatly underneath the oven when open, with

this appliance is straightforward to use and the pyrolytic self-clean function

providing unrestricted access to the oven’s interior, for basting or rearranging

removes the need for tedious scrubbing by using high heat to turn any grease

shelf positions for example. Overall, this oven is easy to use, with cleaning aided

inside the oven to ash that can be simply wiped away.

by the catalytic liner on the back wall.
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5. AEG BPS355020M €649

6. Miele H7164BP €1,729

The Choice Buy AEG BPS355020M scored excellently in tests for its cooking

There is no denying that the Choice Buy Miele H7164BP is breath-takingly

performance and has some additional nifty features. This single multifunction

expensive but performance levels across the board are exceptional and it has

oven offers all the standard cooking modes, including fan cooking, conventional

all the high-end features that you might expect. The range of cooking modes to

top and bottom heat, base heat and grilling but it has an extra trick up its sleeve

choose from includes all the standard options as well as a ‘moisture plus’ feature

in the form of steam baking. The manufacturer credits its PlusSteam button with

for steam baking to ensure a nicely browned crust and an intensive bake setting

adding steam to the start of the baking process to give loaves a perfect golden

to deliver a crispy base for pizzas and quiches. This oven takes less than six

crust while keeping the centre soft.

minutes to reach 180°C and temperature levels are reliably maintained with even

Preheating is pretty fast, taking seven

minutes to reach 180°C, and temperature accuracy and heat distribution within

heat distribution throughout the oven cavity for highly successful cooking and

the oven are impeccable, leading to even cooking results.

baking results. This is a roomy appliance, with 55 litres of usable space, easily

Grilling is equally

impressive and, with a capacity of around 50 litres, this oven is spacious enough

accommodating a family-sized turkey and a tray of sides. The high-temperature

to accommodate a good-sized turkey plus a tray of trimmings. You might need

pyrolytic cleaning programme effectively reduces grease to ash for ease of

to keep the instructions to hand in the beginning but this oven is straightforward

cleaning and the grill element can be folded down for better cleaning access.

to operate once you know how and cleaning is aided by a pyrolytic function that

Other nice-to-haves include several automatic programmes for stress-free

turns grease to ash and also by a grill that folds down so that you can scrub

cooking, removable telescopic runners for ease of loading and unloading, a soft-

behind it.

close door and easy-to-use touch controls that are backlit once activated.
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7. Miele H2265-1BP €749

8. Neff B47CS34H0B €999

The Choice Buy Miele H2265-1BP is a great single multifunctional oven that

A pricey appliance, the Choice Buy Neff B47CS34H0B is a high-performing

combines high performance with ease of use. Using retractable dials that

multifunction single oven that offers some advanced and smart features for

provide a streamlined finish, you can select from a number of cooking modes,

convenient cooking. With a decent usable capacity of 46 litres, this oven comes

including conventional, fan and grill, along with a bottom heat option for

supplied with a large pan, two shelves and a pair of telescopic rails that fully

cooking food in a bain-marie or for browning from underneath, an intensive

extend for ease of lifting out heavy dishes. The manufacturer’s much-vaunted

bake setting and a rapid heat-up setting for those in a hurry. It will take this

slide-and-hide door also lets you get closer to the oven to facilitate loading and

oven a fairly swift seven minutes to hit a temperature of 180°C and accurate

unloading. This oven preheats fairly quickly, taking around eight minutes to hit

temperature control means that the required temperature will be maintained

the 180°C mark, and the accurate thermostat provides good control over the

rigorously, while heat will be very evenly distributed throughout the oven

interior temperature. Heat distribution throughout the oven cavity is faultless

cavity. The grilling function is also very satisfactory and the roomy interior

and the grill function is similarly excellent, ensuring even cooking results time

offers usable space of around 55 litres, so it will easily fit a turkey for roasting

after time. Catalytic liners aid cleaning and, as well as familiar features like a

on one shelf with a second tray on the other. This appliance comes with a

minute minder, child lock and automatic cooking programmes, the touch controls

full-width tray for baking and roasting and a wire rack with five shelf positions

provide access to a Baking and Roasting Assistant that offers suggestions

to choose from. The pyrolytic cleaning function works quite well, though with

for the best cooking time, mode, and temperature for a range of dishes. This

some residue left in tests.

appliance is also wi-fi-enabled allowing for remote control of some settings from
a smartphone or tablet.
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9. Zanussi ZOCND7X1 €400

10. Ikea Matälskare (pyrolytic) €429

On the lower end of the price scale, the Choice Buy Zanussi ZOCND7X1 delivers

The Choice Buy Ikea Matälskare (pyrolytic) is a single multifunction oven that

a great all-round performance with some useful additions, though it may not be

delivers good cooking results and exceptional grilling. Slightly smaller than our

as easy to keep clean as other recommended appliances. This multifunction

other recommended models with a usable capacity of 41 litres, this oven should

single oven has a generous usable capacity of 50 litres and, along with standard

still be able to fit a turkey plus another tray of vegetables and it comes with a

cooking modes and a few auto-cook options, it offers fan-controlled defrosting,

full-width pan, a baking tray and two wire racks that can be positioned at five

a dedicated pizza setting and its PlusSteam feature, whereby you pour water into

different levels. All standard cooking modes are on offer with the addition of a

the well in the base of the oven to let you steam bake loaves to achieve a nicely

quick-defrost setting and a special pastry function. This oven is fairly fast to

browned crust with a soft and fluffy texture inside. Together with fast preheating

preheat with around seven minutes needed to reach 180°C and heat is distributed

and accurate temperature control, even heat distribution and an excellent grill

pretty evenly throughout, while temperature control is impeccable. The grill

function help this oven to achieve enviable cooking results. Handy features

function works particularly well at even toasting and browning across the whole

include easy-to-use retractable dials with an LED display, a programmable

grill pan. Overall, this oven is simple to use via the three dials on the control panel

timer, and a large viewing window with well-lit interior for viewing your food as it

and the high-temperature pyrolytic function does a good job. If you are prepared

cooks. The manufacturer touts its heat-activated catalytic cleaning as providing

to do a bit more scrubbing, Ikea also sells a version of this high-performing oven

hassle-free maintenance and eliminating the need for scouring, but in tests, the

without the pyrolytic function for the cheaper price of €250.

catalytic back wall was not entirely successful at absorbing grease.

Useful contacts
AEG
tel 0044 3445 611 611
www.aeg.co.uk
Bosch
tel 01 450 2655
www.bosch-home.co.uk
Hisense
tel 0044 113 395 6930
https://hisense.co.uk/
Ikea
tel 01 541 3300
www.ikea.com/ie
Miele Ireland
tel 01 461 0710
www.miele.ie
Neff
tel 01 450 2655
neff-home.com/ie
Samsung
tel 0818 717100
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PRODUCT TESTS / Child car seats

Child Car Seats
Safety comes first but a child car seat
should also be easy to fit and use correctly
for each and every trip, as well as providing good comfort for its small occupant.
All child car seats for sale on the Irish
market will have undergone crash
testing and adhere to minimum EU legal
standards, but which are the safest
choices? To find out, our independent
labs go beyond minimum test standards
and put these products through tougher
crash scenarios to assess how well they
will protect your child. Our rigorous tests
measure the level of protection each
car seat model will provide in severe
frontal- or side-impact collisions that
represent real-life situations to give an
overall safety score. However, these
safety assessments only tell half the story
as, if the child car seat is not installed
in the car correctly, then its ability to
deliver adequate protection will be greatly
compromised. For this reason, our tests
give significant weight to the ease-of-use
ratings that consider how straightforward
it is to correctly fit the seat in your car
and how much chance there is of getting
this wrong. Our testers also examine
how easy it is to fasten a child into the car
seat before each trip and to adjust the
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height of the headrest and straps as your
little one grows. It is also important that
your child is nicely comfortable as they
travel, so our testers look for a spacious
seating area with sufficient padding and
leg support, and possibly even a number
of recline positions so they can get a good
snooze in on the journey. Taking all these
criteria into account, the child car seats
on test must be great all-rounders to
achieve Choice Buy status and, this year,
five models have made the grade.

Safety standards
Under Irish law, all children under 150cm
or 36kg must use a child-restraint system
suitable for their height and weight.
The car seats used must be approved
to one of two standards - Regulation
44 or Regulation 129 - which at present
run concurrently. However, the newer
Regulation 129 – also known as the i-Size
standard – introduced in 2014 is now
eclipsing the older Regulation 44, which
categorised child car seats into groups
according to the weight of the child. This

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Safety standards
• Incorrect fitting
• Five Choice Buys
standard is being phased out as it is
superseded by the i-Size standard, which
seeks to make it easier for parents to
choose the appropriate child car seat by
basing their decision on the child’s height,
rather than weight, as this was found to be
confusing for consumers. Moreover, with
the newer i-Size standard, children must
be kept in safer rearward-facing child
car seats until they are 15 months of age,
instead of up to only nine or 12 months,
as advised in the older EU regulation. The
new standard adds side impact tests to
the frontal impact tests required under
the older regulation and child car seats
made to the i-Size standard will fit in all
‘i-Size ready’ cars, which provide Isofix
fittings that enable the child restraint to
be securely, directly and easily fitted to
the frame of the car. Most of the models
on test and currently in shops are i-Size
car seats.
		
Isofix fittings have been
mandatorily fitted in all new cars since
2011 so more and more parents will be
able to take advantage of this highly
December 2020 / January 2021

convenient system that allows them to
simply ‘plug in’ a compatible car seat or
car seat base to the metal anchor points
built into the chassis of a car. In most
cases, you will have to buy a separate
Isofix base that remains installed in
the car and on top of which the car seat
can then be clicked into place at the
start of the journey. Buying a separate
base inevitably adds to the price of your
car seat purchase but often the same
base can be used both with compatible
smaller bucket-shaped seats designed
for very young infants and larger car seats
that accommodate toddlers and older
children. Some newer models comprise
of a seat and base unit combined and
although a lightweight carrier may lift
out for ease of transporting your baby
indoors, the whole unit is likely to be quite
heavy for switching between cars if you
need to do this frequently.
		
Recognising that not all parents
have cars that provide Isofix anchoring
points, some car seats on the market
can alternatively be installed into a
vehicle using its adult seat belts routed
through the child car seat’s belt guides.
In our labs, we run crash tests with
these car seats installed by both the
seat belt and Isofix methods and have

found that a car seat will typically offer
similar impact protection under the two
installation arrangements – so you will
not be compromising your child’s safety
by opting for one type of installation over
another as long as the seat is correctly
fitted each time. Moreover, a car seat
with both installation options can be
useful if it is being transferred between
different cars not all of which have Isofix
fittings, or if your current car is not i-Size
ready but you are hoping to buy a newer
model in the near future.
		
The Isofix fittings have been
found to be easier to install correctly
with less chance of incorrect fitting. You
will notice that some of our Choice Buys
stipulate that they have been tested
with a specific base to achieve their
top-scoring status. Often, the car seat
involved can also be used without the
base by fitting them into the car with the
vehicle’s own seatbelt. When fitted in
this way, some car seats – notably the
Maxi-Cosi Coral, Silver Cross Dream and
Joie i-Snug – just miss out on Choice
Buy status, due to the fact that there is
a greater possibility of incorrectly fitting
them in this way. Once correct fitting has
been achieved however, the protection,
comfort and ease of use of these seats

remain very high and they are excellent
products if proper care is taken in their
installation in the car.
		
Before buying a child car seat,
parents will need to consider if their car is
suitable for the style of car seat and how
much room the seat will take up in their
car, especially if they need to install more
than one car seat. Some child car seat
models, and particularly those that are
used with bases, can be very bulky and,
especially in smaller cars, you may find
it difficult to safely fit several child car
seats for children of varying ages across
the rear seat of the vehicle. Most cars
can fit two child car seats but families
with three children and a smaller car
may have problems. Moreover, many
Isofix bases are used in conjunction with
a support leg to prevent the seat tipping
over on the Isofix mounts in a collision,
which would place strain on the child's
back and neck. However, if your car has
underfloor storage, you won’t be able to
use a support leg as the lid of the storage
compartment would not be strong enough
to withstand the pressure put on it by the
support leg in a crash.

Check It Fits
The significant problem that exists in terms of incorrect fitting of a child car seat is highlighted by the Road Safety Authority (RSA), which has pointed to an
alarming statistic that as many as four out of five child car seats are not properly installed in cars. The RSA notes that incorrect fitting can result in serious
injury or fatalities in a collision. In response to the prevalence of fitting issues, the RSA introduced its highly useful Check It Fits service, which has seen
experts travel around the country for the last number of years, inviting members of the public to free events so that they can check that the child car seat
they are using is correctly fitted in their car. This service is currently suspended due to government measures to delay the spread of Covid-19 but updates
on when the Check It Fits service will be back in operation can be found on social media and at rsa.ie.

Rearward-facing versus forward-facing
Parents should be aware that rearward-facing car seats afford much greater protection than forward-facing seats in the event of a collision. The Road
Safety Authority of Ireland (RSA) notes that children are five times safer in rearward-facing seats than forward-facing seats, and, according to the European
Child Safety Alliance, whereas a forward-facing child car seat reduces injuries by 60% compared to using no child restraint, rearward-facing seats reduce
injuries by 90%. This is due to the fact that babies’ heads are much heavier in relation to their bodies than those of older children or adults and their neck
muscles have not developed sufficiently so that, in a frontal impact in a forward-facing seat, the forces placed on a baby’s neck by their head can be too
great to withstand. However, if the baby is in a rearward-facing seat, a frontal impact will result in the child being pushed further into the seat, supporting
the head and back and limiting the movement of the head and the pressure on the neck. For this reason, the R129 i-Size regulation mandates that babies
are restrained in rearward-facing car seats until they are at least 15 months old. Many parents may be tempted to move their child to forward-facing
seats too quickly but the new i-Size standard is designed to make it more comfortable for children to remain in rearward-facing seats – and hence more
protected – for longer. More child car seats are now becoming available, including two of our current Choice Buys, that can keep children rearward-facing
until they are four years old or even older. With these extended rearward-facing seats, the child may find that they need to bend or fold their legs as they
reach the upper age/height limits, but the additional safety benefits that come from travelling in this position are undoubtedly significant.
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1. Silver Cross Dream + Dream i-Size Base €449 (€230+€219)
When used in conjunction with the Dream i-Size Base, the

system pushchairs, the seat accommodates babies from birth,

Choice Buy Silver Cross Dream performs impeccably and,

with a newborn insert provided, until they reach 85cm in height,

though it does not quite make Choice Buy status when used

around 13kg or 15 months old. In our all-important safety tests,

with the car’s own seat belts due mainly to trickier installation,

the Dream seat provided reliable five-star protection in both

it still provides excellent protection and comfort for your

frontal and side impacts.

child.

When used with the Dream i-Size Base, this car seat

together with straightforward strap adjustment, ensures that

is exceptionally easy to install in the car with little chance of

you can get your child fastened in snugly and safely every time.

getting it wrong and, if you need help, a Car Safety Made

This well-cushioned seat offers good comfort and leg support

Simple app links with the seat’s QR code to guide you through

for your child with plenty of growing room as you remove

the process. Compatible with a number of Silver Cross travel

padded inserts and a five-position adjustable headrest.

The harness is simple to use and,

2. Maxi-Cosi Coral + FamilyFix3 base €538
When used in conjunction with the FamilyFix3 Base, the Choice Buy

of the Coral car seat, for ease of transporting your baby indoors

Maxi-Cosi Coral is exceptionally easy to install in your car and, even

while the plastic shell stays in position, and an audio-visual indicator

without the recommended base, this car seat scored impressively

lets you know that the insert has been correctly fitted again for the

across our tests but will require more careful fitting when used

next journey. Our safety tests show that this car seat will provide

with the car’s own seatbelt. This i-Size car seat is suitable from birth

strong protection for your baby in both frontal and side impacts,

until your child is 12 months, 75cm in height, or weighs 12kg and the

with side protection slightly increased when the seat is fitted with

FamilyFix3 base can then be used with a compatible toddler car

the car’s adult seat belt. This seat is nicely roomy, providing good

seat, such as the Pearl Pro 2 i-Size. With a modular design, a soft

padding and leg support and it is very straightforward to buckle

fabric insert weighing a mere 1.7kg can be unclicked and lifted out

your baby in snugly and safely.

3. Joie i-Spin Safe €399
The Choice Buy Joie i-Spin Safe is a rearward-only-facing i-Size

keeping in mind if you will regularly need to switch it between

car seat that will accommodate your child from birth until they

different cars. Unlike the Joie i-Spin 360, the i-Spin Safe does

are around four years old or 105cm tall. Living up to its name,

not rotate fully to become a forward-facing car seat – but it

the i-Spin Safe scored full marks across all of our safety tests

does rotate 90° for ease of lifting your child out. Tightening the

and side-impact protection wings are automatically pulled

harness can be done in a single pull motion and this well-padded

into place when you tighten the harness so there is no chance

Joie seat provides good comfort for your child with six different

of forgetting to engage them. This seat is installed in a car via

recline positions. With a removable padded insert and easily

Isofix connectors and a support leg, with no option to fit it using

adjustable headrest, there is plenty of room for your child to

the vehicle’s adult seat belts. As the base comes attached to

grow.

this seat, the whole unit is very heavy at 14.3kg, which is worth

4. Joie i-Snug + i-Base Advance €229 (€108+€121)
Used in combination, the Choice Buy Joie i-Snug and i-Base

using adaptors. This car seat impressed in our safety tests,

Advance provide a very high level of protection and comfort for

scoring an overall five-star rating, and the Tri-Protect headrest

your baby with little chance of incorrect installation via Isofix

provides additional layers of protection inside the side wings

connectors in your car. This car seat, which accommodates

and infant pillow. Comfort is aided by a newborn insert, which

babies from birth until they are around 12 months old or 75cm

can be removed as the baby grows, and the seat is very well

in height, can also be installed via the car’s adult seat belts and

padded with good leg support. The carrier itself is lightweight

it narrowly missed out on Choice Buy status when fitted in this

at just 3.2kg and its curved underside allows for a rocking

way due to a slightly increased possibility of incorrect fitting.

motion while the i-Base Advance lets you adjust the angle of

This travel-system compatible car seat can be used with a range

the i-Snug, so that it can be reclined or placed in a more upright

of Joie pushchairs as well as with other travel system brands

position.

5. Joie i-Spin 360 €375
The Choice Buy Joie i-Spin 360 is an i-Size car seat that can

This Joie model provides excellent protection in collisions,

be used from birth to around four years, or when your child

particularly in rearward-facing mode, with side impact panels

is 105cm tall. The 360° rotating base means that you can

that automatically pop out once the harness is tightened and a

use this car seat in both rearward-facing and forward-facing

TriProtect headrest with additional protective layers inside the

positions, depending on the age of your child, though as always,

wings. The swivelling base means that you can turn the seat

rearward-facing car seats provide the best protection for the

towards the car door to more easily lift your baby out and good

vulnerable head and neck areas. This seat and base unit is not

levels of comfort are provided, with a newborn insert for the

travel system compatible and you will not be able to install it

smallest passengers and six recline positions. Fitting your child

in the car using the adult seat belts – installation via Isofix

into the seat is aided by a one-pull harness strap and a headrest

connectors and a support leg is very straightforward, however.

with automatic height adjustment.
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS
Price (€)

Child weight
range

TEST PERFORMANCE
Child height
range

Weight
of seat
(kg)

Overall
safety

SCORE

Safety (50%)
Frontal
Side impact
impact

Seat design

Overall
ease of use

Avoiding
incorrect
use

Ease of use (40%)
Fastening
Fitting in
buckle
car

Size adjustment

Cleaning

Ergonomics 10%
Overall
Space for
Comfort
ergonom- the child
for the
ics score
child

%

Star ratings are out of five.
SPECIFICATIONS
Price: Typical retailer’s price if you
shop around.
Weight of seat: Weight of the child car
seat in kilograms without the seat
base where the seat is detachable
from the base or with the base when
not detachable.

From birth
1

Silver Cross Dream +
Dream i-Size Base

2

Maxi-Cosi Coral +
FamilyFix3 base

449
Birth to 13kg
(230+219)

i-Size 40cm85cm

5.3

  





















81





















79

538

Birth to 13kg

i-Size 40cm75cm

5.3

 

399

Birth to 18kg

i-Size 40cm105cm

14.3

  





















78

229
(108+121)

Birth to 13kg

i-Size 40cm75cm

3.2

 























76

5 Joie i-Spin 360

375

Birth to 18kg

i-Size 40cm105cm

13.9























76

6 Maxi-Cosi Coral

299

Birth to 13kg

i-Size 40cm75cm

5.3

  





















72

7 Joie i-Snug

108

Birth to 13kg

i-Size 40cm75cm

3.2

 





















71

8 Silver Cross Dream

230

Birth to 13kg

i-Size 40cm85cm

5.3

  





















70

275

Birth to 18kg

35cm-100cm

14.3



























63

10 Joie i-Venture

218

Birth to 18kg

6.7



























62

11 Recaro Salia Elite

589

Birth to 18kg

15.8



























58

12 Maxi-Cosi Mica

365

Birth to 18kg

i-Size 40cm105cm

15.1



























57

13 Maxi-Cosi Beryl + Base

383

Birth to 25kg

35cm-125cm

8.2
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BeSafe iZi Modular
14 X1 + iZi Modular i-Size
Base

315

9kg to 18kg

i-Size 61cm105cm

8.6



























70

15 Cybex Pallas B-Fix

121

9kg to 36kg

75cm-150cm

4.9



























63

275

13kg to 36kg

i-Size 76cm105cm

11



























58

17 Cybex Solution Z i-Fix

235

15kg to 36kg

i-Size phase II
100cm-150cm

7.14



























73

18 Maxi-Cosi Morion

165

15kg to 36kg

i-Size phase II
100cm-150cm

5.8



























70

19 Maxi-Cosi Kore Pro

229

15kg to 36kg

i-Size phase II
100cm-150cm

6



























69

20 Maxi-Cosi Kore

197

15kg to 36kg

i-Size phase II
100cm-150cm

6



























69

21 Cybex Solution B-Fix

85

15kg to 36kg

95cm-150cm

3.8

















 







68

Chicco Fold & Go
i-Size

168

15kg to 36kg

i-Size phase II
100cm-150cm

6.2























56

3 Joie i-Spin Safe
4

9

Joie i-Snug + i-Base
Advance

Britax Römer Dualfix
2R

i-Size 40cm105cm
i-Size 40cm105cm









From 9kg

From 13kg
16

Britax Römer Advansafix i-Size

From 15kg

22
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USING THE TABLE

TEST PERFORMANCE
Overall safety: The combined safety of
the seat taking into account the front
and side impact test results as well as
the seat design.
Front impact/Side impact: Ratings
for the level of protection provided
in simulated front and side impact
collisions using forces that accurately
reflect what happens in serious reallife crashes.
Seat design: Includes ratings for the
stability of the seat when fitted in
the car and for the design of the belt
routing to provide optimum protection.
Overall ease of use: Includes ratings for
comfort, the clarity of the instructions,
and the amount of space the seat
takes up in the car as well as for
the ease of correctly installing the
seat into the car, fastening the child
into the seat and making any size
adjustments.
Avoiding incorrect use: Rating for how
well the seat is designed in order to
prevent incorrect use.
Fastening buckle: Rating for the ease
of securing the child in the seat.
Fitting in car: Rating for the ease
of installing the seat in the car.
Size adjustment: Rating for the options
provided by the harness to adjust to
the shoulder height of the child and
the ease of adjusting the straps.
Cleaning: Rating for the ease of
removing and replacing the child
car seat’s cover, whether the cover
is machine washable, and the ease
of cleaning the cover and other seat
elements.
Ergonomics: Includes ratings for
the space requirement of the seat
when installed in the car, the seating
position and the angle at which the
child’s body is placed as well as the
space available for the child in the
seat and the comfort of the seat,
including the level of padding, the leg
support provided and whether the
seated child’s view is obscured due to
the seat design.
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PRODUCT TESTS / Smartphones

Smartphones
Let’s talk smartphones…Consumer Choice
has 26 models on test and eight great
Choice Buys.
Many of us have been completely
dependent on our smartphones for
years for much of our communication,
information, work and entertainment
needs. Never out of our reach and rarely
out of our hands, they have become
integral to our lives. And, arguably, just
when we thought our reliance on our
phones could not grow any more, the
already ubiquitous device has increased
even further in importance as we try to
stay connected while remaining apart.
With travel plans on hold, and visiting
opportunities limited, friends and
families are relying on their smartphones
to stay connected and to meet up
virtually at least and enjoy face-to-face
conversations aided by technology.
People who may have thought they would
not be tempted by video calls and Zoom
meetings and were happy to rely on older
non-smart phone models have come to
appreciate the vastly superior capabilities
of smartphones for simply keeping in
touch.
		
Some advanced users look
for the latest features and highest
specifications, whether for work or
entertainment purposes or both. Many,
however, just want a smartphone that is
straightforward to use, with a bright clear
picture for viewing, and a decent camera
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for capturing shots on the go – and, of
course, one that is great at the basics of
texting and calling, with or without video.
		
Our tests consider all aspects
of smartphone use and, given the
ever-expanding capabilities, processing
speeds, screen resolution, camera
features and more at the top of the
market, it takes a lot to impress our
testers, who are tough taskmasters and
harsh markers when it comes to scoring.
All of our current Choice Buys are highpriced devices with price tags stretching
from €785 up to €1,250. Although you
will be getting a fantastic phone for
this money, not everyone will need the
incredible display, super-fast operation
and advanced camera capabilities that
these devices provide. Near faultless
performance is expected from our
Choice Buys but further down the table
are smartphone models that cost a
lot less but still deliver decent to good
performance in all the key areas. Our
table below shows the test results for
all 26 smartphones in our current batch
and reviews are provided of our top eight
recommended models.

Smartphones trends
You may have thought that phones could
not get any bigger, but they continue to

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• Smartphone trends
• 26 models on test
• Eight Choice Buys

expand, with the largest phone screens
in our current test measuring a whopping
6.9 inches diagonally. Manufacturers
have been working to ensure that the
added inches are dedicated to showing
off the stunning high-resolution display
and so have been removing bezels to
create devices that are virtually all
screen, stretching from edge to edge and
sometimes curving around the sides.
To cater to those who may find larger
tablet-sized phones simply too big for
comfort, companies have been tweaking
dimensions to create longer and thinner
devices that help to facilitate one-handed
use.
		
Fingerprint scanners have been
the state-of-the-art security feature for
a number of years and still are common
on high-end devices, with some offering
the ability to store up to four fingerprints.
However, Apple abandoned its fingerprint
sensor some years ago – and Google has
followed suit with its latest Pixel 4 range
– in favour of a facial scanner and this
unlocking mechanism has been improving
to become increasingly fast and accurate
even in challenging lighting conditions.
		
With phones at the premium
end of the market now regularly nearing
or exceeding the €1,000 mark, they need
to be durable and able to withstand a
December 2020 / January 2021

certain amount of mishandling. To help
protect these ultra-expensive devices,
many high-end products, including all of
our current Choice Buys, come with an
IP68 rating, giving them a good measure
of dust and water resistance and enabling
them to survive in 1.5 metres of water for
up to 30 minutes.
		
One key area of differentiation
between high-end and mid-range phones
is the camera set-up and the quality of
photos and videos that can be captured.
To attract attention and buyers, many
high-end phones have moved beyond
single- or dual-lens cameras to offer
a triple rear camera configuration –
typically featuring telephoto, wide-angle
and ultra-wide-angle lenses – with
some high-end devices adding a fourth
‘Time of Flight’ lens for additional depth.
Zoom capabilities have been added
and improved in some cases, with both
electrical and optical image stabilisation
tools occasionally on offer for video
results with less camera shake and
Samsung’s Galaxy S20 series additionally
provides a Pro Mode that allows for the
tweaking of technical settings such as
aperture, exposure and focus. Thus,
the best smartphones deliver a high
degree of control and plenty of creative
opportunities for the enthusiastic
photographer, though many of us will
be pleased with the very decent results
produced by more modestly priced
models.
		
A growing number of
manufacturers have been ditching the
familiar 3.5mm headphone socket on
their phones as they expand the screento-body ratio and eliminate bezels. This
presumes that users will be happy to
switch to wireless headphones and,
certainly, there is a wide range of wireless
headphones and earphones on the
market at all price points – a full rundown

may be found in the November 2020 issue
of Consumer Choice. Those keen to hang
on to wired accessories may need to buy
a separate adaptor to connect them to
newer phones.
		
Many of our Choice Buy phones
are 5G-ready so you will be all set to
take advantage of 5G services, which
reportedly are ten times faster than the
4G equivalent and have been becoming
increasingly available in Ireland over the
last year or so. Samsung and Apple yet
again dominate our Choice Buys and, this
year, they are joined by the large-sized
version of the latest Google flagship
phone.

Thinking outside the box
Smartphone manufacturers are gradually
trimming the accessories that come in
the box with even the highest-priced
smartphones. Apple has launched its
recent iPhone 12 range with no wall
charger or Lightning earbuds supplied.
Instead, the only accessory in the box is
a USB-C to Lightning cable. In addition,
Apple has said that it will remove
chargers and earphones from the older
iPhones that it continues to sell, such as
the iPhone 11 and iPhone SE 2020. The
announcement has ignited a debate over
whether the move is green or greedy. Is
the non-inclusion of a charger and the
familiar wired Apple earbuds an attempt
to reduce environmental waste as the
company claims? Or is it simply a way of
encouraging consumers to fork out again
for the top-of-the-range Apple AirPods
and a new wired or wireless charger?
Apple claims that there are already 700
million Lightning headphones and two
billion Apple chargers knocking around
the world, so a lot of people have them
already. Moreover, the company claims
that not only will the new move stop
adding to the superfluous equipment

being manufactured but the boxes the
phones come in now are slimmer and
lighter, further reducing packaging waste
and the carbon emissions involved in
transporting them. It must be said that
Apple is not alone. Google’s new Pixel 4
phones do not include headphones and
nor do Samsung Note 20 devices sold in
the US – though European consumers
still receive a set of AKG headphones
in the box. Samsung has justified not
supplying headphones by saying that
many consumers have invested in their
own Bluetooth or wireless headphones
and citing the steady decline in usage of
wired headphones even when compatible
sets have been provided inbox. Samsung
is also reportedly set to jettison chargers
from its smartphone offerings from early
next year. Samsung again makes the
environmental argument here. It may
seem stingy that, having paid out close to
or more than €1,000 for a new phone, you
are left with having to provide your own
charger and/or headphones – although it
is true that many of us have left supplied
‘free’ earphones unopened in the box and
have multiple chargers lying around the
house, with the product they originally
came with long since defunct. And
given the rate at which many consumers
upgrade their phones, the accessory pile
inevitably mounts. European consumer
organisations have long been arguing for
a universal charger standard to provide
one all-encompassing solution and stem
the relentless flow of electronics waste.
It may be, however, that the point will
become moot amid future technological
developments, with Apple, for one,
rumoured to be developing a ‘portless’
phone, which will mean that consumers
will need to already have wireless
chargers and headphones to use their
new device.

Evolving tests
In our independent tests, the smartphone category, more than
any other, is subject to constant tweaking as we try to reflect
the rapid advances in the technology together with the changing
usage patterns and priorities of consumers. Tests are regularly
reviewed, adapted and modified as they seek to keep pace with
all the latest developments and, as specifications become ever
more sophisticated, tested models need to achieve ever-higher
standards to impress our testers. To reflect shifting usage and
take account of areas that have become more or less important to
users, the weighting of test criteria is reassessed from year to year
and changes are made as needed. For example, with smartphones
increasingly used as go-to entertainment devices for listening to
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podcasts as well as music and for viewing films and TV programmes,
the sound quality score has replaced the music rating and increased
in importance, with testers now considering the audio quality from
the built-in speakers, the availability of stereo sound and the volume
capabilities. In addition, with more and more buying and banking
done on our phones, along with the growing sophistication of hackers
and scammers, the need for devices that prioritise security and
privacy has increased – and so devices are now tested in these areas
and weighted as separate ratings. Due to this continuously evolving
testing and readjustments in scoring levels, direct comparisons of
products are best made within batches rather than from year to year.
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1. Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra 5G €1,220

2. Samsung Galaxy S20 €800

Once you get over the eye-watering price tag, the Choice Buy
Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra 5G could be a great option.
Measuring 6.9 inches diagonally and with a 92% screen-to-body
ratio, this phone offers plenty of room to enjoy the impressive
contrast and detail of the 1440 x 3088 resolution screen that
remains easy to read in all lighting conditions. With a 120Hz
screen refresh rate and powered by Samsung’s Exynos 990
chipset, this phone is super-speedy as well as being extremely
straightforward to use thanks to the manufacturer’s One UI
interface, well-known for being intuitive and conveniently
structured. The Note is always accompanied by Samsung’s
S pen, which can be used for navigation, drawing, making
handwritten notes and other uses, including acting as a remote
shutter release in the camera app. Enhancements include the
use of gesture control in third-party apps and built-in voiceover
recording to let you create commentaries over videos or while
playing games all in the same file.

The Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy S20, the upgraded version of
2019’s Galaxy S10, offers all the high-performance and impressive
specifications you might expect. The 6.2-inch screen is manageable
enough to use with one hand but still offers plenty of space to
admire the stunning 1440 x 3200 screen with HDR10+, also found on
Samsung’s 4K TVs, to enhance detail and colour. This high-quality
display delivers good brightness, contrast and balance regardless of
lighting conditions and is extremely responsive with a speedy 120Hz
refresh rate. Easy access to favourite apps and tools is provided on
the Edge Panel of the curved-edge screen. The Exynos 990 processor
ensures reliably rapid performance and this phone is particularly
easy to use, running Android 10 along with Samsung’s intuitive One
UI 2 interface that has added some new optimisations, including an
improved Dark Mode that saves battery life and reduces eye strain and
better visibility features such as high-contrast keyboards.

3. Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra 5G €1,250

4. Apple iPhone 12 Pro €1,100

At the top end of the market, both in price and specifications, the Choice
Buy Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra 5G has a huge 6.9-inch display that won’t
suit everyone but that will be a boon for gaming and watching films or
TV on the go. At 220g, this phone is the heaviest on test and the very
sizeable dimensions make two-handed use inevitable, so you should
make sure to try this phone out in-store before you buy. The 1440 x
3200 resolution screen with HDR10+ is outstanding, with rich detail and
contrast, and makes viewing a pleasure both in bright sunlight and dim
conditions. Processing is very swift thanks to the Exynos 990 chip; a
hefty 12GB of RAM is provided as standard; and Samsung’s intuitive One
UI 2 interface helps simplify navigation and operation. Security features
include a fingerprint scanner that can store up to four fingerprints and
facial recognition, both of which are very accurate. Audio quality through
the external speakers is particularly strong with great clarity and a good
volume level and the battery lasts a whopping 31 hours at full brightness.

Again, an eye-wateringly expensive device, the Choice Buy Apple iPhone
12 Pro is an undeniably excellent phone that is simplicity itself to use.
With a stainless-steel frame, compared with the aluminium casing
on the iPhone 12, this phone is the slightly heavier of the two but their
screens both measure 6.1 inches and sport a new OLED display that
is a pleasure to view and automatically adjusts in response to varying
lighting conditions. Powered by Apple’s A14 Bionic processor and
equipped with 4GB of RAM, this phone is fast with no lag even when
multiple apps are running at the same time. There is 128GB of internal
storage on offer, compared with just 64GB on the iPhone 12, of which
114GB is available for use – but bear in mind that you will not be able
to expand this via a memory card. Apple has upped battery life on its
newest offerings, with the iPhone 12 Pro delivering 22.5 hours on full
brightness and up to 34 hours if you turn the brightness levels down. A
full recharge takes a rather lengthy three hours, however, and wireless
charging is on offer via the MagSafe magnetic strip on the rear of the
device.
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5. Samsung Galaxy Note 20 5G €1,000
The Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy Note 20 5G is another excellent
large-sized phone from the South Korean manufacturer for
those that favour the Note range with its unique S-Pen. Slightly
smaller than the Ultra version, the Galaxy Note 20 still measures
a sizeable 6.7 inches diagonally and the stunning 1080 x 2400
resolution screen, which supports HDR10+, copes effortlessly
with all manner of challenging lighting conditions. Using the
same Exynos 990 processor as all the S20 phones, operation is
wonderfully swift and navigation is simple and intuitive thanks
to Samsung’s One UI 2.5 interface. The 4,300mAh battery
provides 27 hours of running time at full brightness and a
complete recharge takes just 75 minutes thanks to 25W Super
Fast Charging. Wireless charging and battery sharing features
are also on offer. The excellent triple camera set-up on the rear
includes a 12MP wide-angle lens, a 64MP telephoto lens and a
12MP ultra-wide-angle lens, all combining to produce detailed
and striking photos.

6. Samsung Galaxy S20+ 5G €1,030

The Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy S20+ 5G combines superspeedy processing with a stunning display and straightforward
operation for a great user experience. Those prepared to splash
out will enjoy watching films and videos on the S20+’s gorgeous
6.7-inch display that offers 1440 x 3200 resolution with support
for HDR10+ for even better detail and colour contrast. A topnotch processor, 12GB of RAM, a highly responsive touchscreen
and intuitive navigation of key apps and menus all make for swift
and seamless operation and the huge 4,500mAh battery keeps
this phone running for 29.5 hours at maximum brightness. A
full recharge takes less than two hours while a brief 15-minute
charge will yield a decent nine hours of running time and
Samsung’s Wireless PowerShare feature lets you share battery
life with compatible devices. The camera set-up on this phone
is particularly impressive with four lenses on offer – a 12MP
wide-angle lens, a 64MP telephoto lens, a 12MP ultra-wide-angle
lens, and a Time-of-Flight DepthVision lens.

7. Apple iPhone 12 64GB €850

8. Google Pixel 4 XL €785

The new flagship phone from Apple’s 2020 range, the Choice Buy Apple
iPhone 12 is an appealing phone that makes small upgrades from its
predecessor, the iPhone 11. The squared-off edges of the latest model
hark back to the design of the older iPhone 4 and 5 and the beautiful
6.1-inch display is an upgrade to an OLED screen from the Super Retina
LCD screen of last year’s models. With high-resolution detail and
nicely balanced colours, the stunning display automatically adjusts to
different lighting conditions and is easily readable even in strong sunlight.
Continuing an Apple tradition, this is a user-friendly phone that is intuitive
to navigate and the manufacturer’s A14 Bionic processor ensures swift,
seamless and smooth operation no matter what challenging tasks you
throw at it. Another Apple tradition is not to provide a memory card slot,
so you will have to make do with the 64GB of internal storage, 48GB of
which is usable after default apps are installed. Battery life has been
improving on Apple phones and the iPhone 12 can manage a decent 26.5
hours of running time at maximum brightness.

The Choice Buy Google Pixel 4 XL is the larger version of Google’s 2020
flagship phone range and turned in an impressive all-round performance
across our stringent tests. This phone comes in a choice of glossy black
or matte white or orange versions and, unusually in today’s increasingly
bezel-less smartphone world, has a thick bezel at the top of the screen.
With a large 6.3-inch OLED display, compared with a more modest 5.7inch screen on the Google Pixel 4, the Pixel 4 XL offers plenty of space to
enjoy the detailed 1440 x 3040 resolution with great colour balance and
pleasing brightness, making it a pleasure to view in all lighting conditions.
Though not quite as quick as our other Choice Buys, this phone is still
nicely speedy thanks to the Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 processor and,
unsurprisingly, its Android operating system is particularly seamless and
intuitive. Voice control through Google Assistant is better than ever and
the new Motion Sense function lets you give instructions using simple
waves of the hand. The dual camera set-up on the rear comprises of
a 16MP telephoto lens and a 12.2MP wide-angle lens, which combine
to produce photos rich in detail and contrast, with a night mode for
improving low-light results, and great video footage.
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS

USING THE TABLE

TEST PERFORMANCE

Star ratings are out of five.
Best
price
pre-pay
(€)

Operating
system

Weight
(g)

Screen
size
(inches)

Screen
resolution

Resolution
of main rear
camera/s
(MP)

Front-facing camera
resolution
(MP)

Internal
storage
(GB)

Camera
and video
(25%)

Display
(15%)

Performance
(10%)

Ease of
use (5%)

Battery
(15%)

Sound
(10%)

Durability
(10%)

Capabilities (5%)

Calling
(2%)

Security
(2%)

Privacy
(1%)

%

1

Samsung Galaxy Note 20
Ultra 5G

1,220

Android 10

208

6.9

1440x3088

108/12/12

10

256



  















80

2

Samsung Galaxy S20

800

Android 10

163

6.2

1440x3200

12/64/12

10

128



  















78

3

Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra
5G

1,250

Android 10

220

6.9

1440x3200

108/12/48

40

128



   













78

4

Apple iPhone 12 Pro

1,100

iOS 14.1

187

6.1

1170x2532

12/12/12

12

128



  















77

5

Samsung Galaxy Note 20
5G

1,000

Android 10

193

6.7

1080x2400

12/64/12

10

256



  















77

6

Samsung Galaxy S20+ 5G

1,030

Android 10

186

6.7

1440x3200

12/64/12

10

128



  















75

7

Apple iPhone 12

850

iOS 14.1

162

6.1

1170x2532

12/12

12

64



  















72

8

Google Pixel 4 XL

785

Android 10

192

6.3

1440x3040

12.2/16

8

64



  















72

9

Samsung Galaxy A51

310

Android 10

169

6.4

1080x2400

48/12/5/5

32

128























68

10 Sony Xperia 10 II

360

Android 10

151

6

1080x2520

12/8/8

8

128























67

11 Motorola Moto G8 Plus

295

Android 9

188

6.3

1080x2280

48/16/5

25

64























66

12 Apple iPhone SE 2020

470

iOS 13.4.1

148

4.7

750x1334

12

7

64























65

13 Samsung Galaxy A41

270

Android 10

152

6.1

1080x2400

48/8/5

25

64























64

14 Motorola Edge 5G

668

Android 10

182

6.7

1080x2340

64/16/8

25

128























63

15 Huawei Nova 5T

310

Android 10

175

6.3

1080x2340

48/16/2/2

32

128





 















63

16 Google Pixel 4

688

Android 10

161

5.7

1080x2280

12/16

8

64





 















62

17 Samsung A21s

140

Andoird 10

192

6.5

720x1600

48/8/2/2

13

32



















62

200

Android 9

161

6.2

1080x2312

48/8/2

32

256





 















62

19 Honor 9X

265

Android 9

199

6.6

1080x2340

48/8/2

16

128























60

20 Huawei P smart 2020

180

Android 9

165

6.2

1080x2340

13/2

8

128























59

21 TCL 10L

250

Android 10

185

6.5

1080x2340

48/8/2/2

16

64























58

22 Nokia 7.2

200

Android 9

182

6.3

1080x2280

48/8/5

20

128























57

23 Sony Xperia L4

206

Android 9

176

6.2

720x1680

13/5/2

8

64























55

24 Huawei Y5P

70

Android 10

144

5.5

720x1440

8

5

32























48

25 Fairphone 3

300

Android 9

191

5.6

1080x2160

12

8

64



















 

48

83

Android 10

170

5.5

720x1440

8

5

16





















36

18

Huawei P30 Lite, New
Edition

26 Alxatel 1B (2020)
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SPECIFICATIONS
Best price pre-pay: The lowest available Pay-AsYou-Go price. Prices are provided for the lowest
specification model, generally with the lowest
available memory option. Contract prices will
vary.
Operating system: The operating system that
comes on the tested device. This can often
be upgraded to a newer version as it becomes
available.
Screen size: Measured diagonally in inches.
Weight: Including SIM card and battery in grams.
Internal storage: The internal storage available
on the tested version of the device. The
available storage will be less than this when the
space used by the operating system and any
pre-installed apps is taken into account.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Camera and video: Rating includes the front
and rear cameras’ versatility and ease of use
as well as the quality of photos taken and the
picture and audio recording quality of the video
function.
Display: Rating for the size and visual quality
of the display, including brightness, contrast,
readability in various lighting conditions, and
viewing angle as well as for the responsiveness
of the touchscreen.
Performance: Rating for the speed of the
processor when web surfing and uploading and
downloading files and for the stated storage of
the device.
Ease of use: Rating for the ease of use of the
menu configuration, web browsing, and the
camera and texting functions, as well as for the
placement and illumination of buttons and the
range of unlocking mechanisms on offer.
Battery: Rating for the length of battery life on
a full charge when calling and web browsing
and on standby as well as operational time
after a quick 15-minute charge and for charging
versatility.
Sound: Rating includes the audio quality from
the built-in speakers, the availability of stereo
sound and the volume capabilities.
Durability: Rating for the build quality of
the device and its shock, scratch and water
resistance.
Capabilities: Rating for the range of ports and
slots available on the handset, the connectivity
options and the sensors on offer.
Calling: Rating for the general ease of use of
making calls and the sound quality of calls
made and received, with and without ambient
noise.
Security: Rating for how strong the security
features are and how well they protect the
user’s data in terms of password protection,
biometric unlocking options, encryption and
software and security updates.
Privacy: Rating for how well the device
safeguards the user’s privacy, including
the clarity of the terms and conditions and
data protection policies and the amount of
information required to create an account with
the brand.
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Consumer Choice
Index 2018-2020

This index covers reports in the past three years’ issues of Consumer
Choice. Each entry shows the year and month of publication followed by
the page number. 							

A

C (ctd.)

Year

Month

Page

Children's eating - health campaign

2018

Feb

10

Choice Buy Roundup 2019

2019

Dec/Jan

17

13

Choice Buy Roundup 2018

2018

Dec/Jan

14

Dec/Jan

27

Coffee machines

2020

June

22

2020

May

11

Coffee machines

2018

June

19

Allergen information requirements

2018

Nov

5

Collector coins

2020

Feb

10

ANEC presidency

2019

July/Aug 10

Collective redress

2020

July/Aug 10

Antibiotic resistance

2019

July/Aug 5

Complaints resolution - Ombudsman Offices

2019

July/Aug 17

Apple iPhone XS and XS Max

2018

Nov

18

Compulsory purchase orders on property

2018

July/Aug 22

Asthma adviceline

2018

May

5

Computer training for older adults

2018

July/Aug 7

Consumer complaints bodies

2018

Sept

10

Consumer complaints - ECC Ireland

2018

Oct

7

Consumer complaints resolution

2018

Sept

13

Consumer Electronics Show 2020

2020

Feb

9

Year

Month

Page

Advance healthcare directives

2019

Sept

13

Age Action computer training

2018

July/Aug 7

Airbnb and short-term letting

2018

Nov

Air fryers

2018

Airline passenger rights

B

Page

Year

Month

Back-to-school allowance

2018

July/Aug 5

Consumer rights app - ECC-Net

2018

Dec/Jan

7

Back-to-school increases

2019

July/Aug 7

Consumer rights - Brexit

2019

April

6

Back-to-school costs

2020

July/Aug 20

Consumer rights - event cancellations

2020

April

10

Barbecues - food safety

2020

July/Aug 14

Consumer rights myths

2019

Oct

6

Blenders

2019

May

19

Consumer rights - warranties and guarantees

2018

May

10

Brain health

2020

March

5

Consumer scams

2019

Nov

6

Brexit and postal services

2019

Sept

8

Consumer scams

2018

June

12

Brexit - consumer impact

2020

March

6

Consumer scams

2019

March

6

Brexit and savings

2018

June

6

Consumer spending

2018

Dec/Jan

23

Budget 2021

2020

Nov

16

Consumer trends - renting

2019

Dec/Jan

27

Budget 2020

2019

Oct

16

Contactless payment trends

2020

Sept

7

Budget 2019

2018

Nov

15

Cooker hobs

2020

Sept

17

Budgeting and financial planning

2018

Dec/Jan

25

Cooker hoods

2020

April

22

Built-in ovens

2019

Oct

19

Cordless drills

2018

June

24

Button batteries - risks

2019

Dec/Jan

5

Cordless vacuum cleaners

2019

Nov

18

Buying online - consumer rights

2020

Nov

11

Cost of a healthy food basket

2019

Sept

5

Buying second-hand goods

2019

July/Aug 15

Cost of raising a child in Ireland

2018

Oct

15

Covid-19 scams

2020

April

7

CPR training

2018

June

5

Credit union current accounts

2019

Nov

15

C

Year

Month

Page

Credit union loan

2020

July/Aug 7

Calories on menus

2019

Nov

5

Cross-border car purchase

2018

May

14

Car purchase - cross-border

2018

May

14

Current account fees

2020

Nov

7

Car safety - Euro NCAP Test Results 2019 2020

Feb

20

Customs charges when buying online

2018

Oct

12

Car safety - Euro NCAP Test Results 2018 2019

Feb

21

Car safety - Euro NCAP Results 2017

2018

Feb

21

Cashless society - pros and cons

2019

June

6

Central Bank investor protection

2019

July/Aug 22

Central Bank unauthorised firms

2020

Feb

Central Bank warning

2019

Central Credit Register

D

Year

Month

Page

Data protection - infographic

2018

June

10

7

Debt and financial planning

2018

Dec/Jan

25

April

7

Deliveries and returns - consumer rights

2019

March

11

2018

Oct

6

Digital cameras

2020

July/Aug 28

Childcare supports

2020

June

16

Digital thermometers

2020

June

10

Child car seat recall

2020

May

9

Dishwashers

2020

June

19

Child car seats

2019

July/Aug 39

Dishwashers

2019

April

17

Dishwashers

2018

May

16
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D (ctd.)

Year

Month

Page

2020

Nov

10

24

Food storage advice

2020

May

12

Sept

12

Food supplements

2020

Sept

5

Sept

7

Free trial scams

2018

March

7

Freezers

2018

July/Aug 41

Fresh vs frozen fruit and veg

2020

Oct

Fridge freezers

2020

July/Aug 34

Fridge freezers

2019

Sept

20

Fridge freezers

2018

Nov

19

Month

Page

2018

March

12

Drills - cordless

2018

June
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Ebook readers
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Fridges
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Ebook readers
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Fridges
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E-cigarettes - risks
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Fridges
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FSPO decisions
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Geo-blocking regulation
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Gift voucher legislation
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Gift voucher problems
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Gift voucher rules
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7

Gift vouchers
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Gluten-free snacks and diets
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Green NCAP Results
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Headphones
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Healthy Ireland Survey findings
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Family finance
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High-protein bars
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Financial abuse survey
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Holiday car rental
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Financial elder abuse
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Holiday food safety
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Financial planning
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Home composting
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Financial Services and Pensions
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Home energy upgrades - grants
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Home improvment grants
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Ombudsman decisions
First-time buyers home loan
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Home loan for first-time buyers
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Fitness watches and trackers
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Home-sharing and short-term letting
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Flight rights
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Fluoride exposure
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Passenger rights
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Payment Services Directive (PSD2)
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Personal injuries claims
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Laptops
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Pharmacy emergency regulations
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5
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April
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Phthalates in toys
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5

LEDs - environmental benefits
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9

Plastic packaging reduction
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9

Legal services - complaints and costs
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Portable speakers
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Living wills
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Premium rate services
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‘Lo call’ numbers - new regulations
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‘Lo call’ numbers - upcoming regulations
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Pushchairs
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Medical expenses - tax savings
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Pushchairs
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Medicine disposal
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Pushchairs
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Microsoft Surface Go
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9

Microwave ovens
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Dec/Jan
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Microwave ovens
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Misleading practices on hotel booking sites
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7

Mobile banking services
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Dec/Jan
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Mobile phone performance research
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Moneylenders - regulations and advice
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Moneylending rules
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Radon exposure
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Rail passenger rights
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Rapid Alert System
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Rebuilding Ireland Home Loan
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Rebuilding Ireland Home Loan interest rate
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Recycling refresher
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April

7

Recycling responsibly
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Mortgage payment breaks
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6

Refurbished phones - online buying problems
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6

Mortgage payments - Covid-19 supports
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Regulators and consumer complaints bodies
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Sept
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Mortgage preparation
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6

Remote working - financial impact
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Mortgage switching activity
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6
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6

Motoring - Covid-19 impact
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Motor insurance - new transparency rules
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Motor insurance implications of Brexit
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safefood research - supermarket offers
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Samsung Galaxy S9 and A8
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Saving accounts
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Saving and investment trends
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Under-age drinking survey
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5
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Unauthorised financial firms warnings
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15

Unauthorised financial firms warnings
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7

2018
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7

Unauthorised firms
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6

Scams aimed at consumers
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Unauthorised investment firms
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6

SEAI home energy grants
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Under The Weather website
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5

Second-hand purchases - consumer rights
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Unhealthy special offers
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Shopping - consumer rights
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Unused medicine disposal
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Shopping locally
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Utility bills - Covid-19 supports
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Skin cancer prevention
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Slow cookers
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Smart appliances
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Smartphones
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Smartphones
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Smartwatches

2019
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Soup makers
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Sports nutrition for teenagers
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Stand mixers and food processors
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July/Aug 24

Stay and Spend Scheme

2020
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7

Steam irons
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Feb
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Storm damage insurance claims
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7

Student accommodation rental costs
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Summer treats - sugar and fat content
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Sunday trading
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Supermarket Basket Survey
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Vacuum cleaners
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Vacuum cleaners
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Vacuum cleaners - cordless
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Vegetarian/vegan food labelling
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Virtual currencies
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6

Vulnerable customers - utilities
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Washing machine recalls
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Washing machines
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Washing machines
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Washing machines
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April
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Tablet PCs
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Waste reduction at home

2020

Feb
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Tablet PCs
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16

Weaning your baby - challenges and advice

2018

Dec/Jan
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Tax guide - Budget 2021

2020

Nov

16

Weather-related emergencies - food safety
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Tax guide - Budget 2020
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Oct

16

Wills - creating and updating
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April
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Tax guide - Budget 2019
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Nov

15

Wireless home speakers
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Sept
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Tax savings - credits and reliefs

2019
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Workplace wellbeing
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5

Teeth whitening
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July/Aug 13

World Consumer Rights Day
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Televisions
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World Food Safety Day
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Televisions
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Televisions
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Television license requirements
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Tenancy rights
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7

Tenancy rights - Covid-19 supports
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6

Third-level education costs
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Ticket resale update
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Ticket restrictions
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Tipping culture
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Toy product recalls
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5

Tracker mortgage complaints
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Tracker mortgages
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Treat foods and children's health
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Tumble dryers
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Tumble dryers
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July/Aug 33

Tumble dryers
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July/Aug 34

Tumble dryers - product recall
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TV licence email scam
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Dec/Jan
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A Great
Christmas
Gift!
A subscription to Consumer Choice
is the perfect gift for Christmas
To make a gift subscription, visit
www.thecai.ie

Follow us on Facebook & Twitter
Follow us on Facebook & Twitter
www.twitter.com/The_CAI
www.thecai.ie
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